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@ We know they keep ahead in can 

developments; and in research. They 

go the limit to give service to customers. 

And with their factory set-up we’re 

always sure to get the deliveries we need.” 

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY, 230 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 



[ 

TOPS 
AN AUDACIOUS FRETWORK Of steel girders and bolts, thrusting its 

pinnacle nine hundred eighty-four feet into the air, drew startled 

ah’s from the crowds attending the Paris Exposition in 1889. 

It was the Eiffel Tower, designed by the distinguished French- 

man Alexandre Gustave Eiffel. It was tops among the sprawling 

structures of yesterday . . . pioneer among the superstructures 

of today. The Phoenix C T Cap is a pioneer among continuous 

thread caps . . . the first standard screw cap developed for foods, 

drugs, cosmetics and beverages. Many improvements have been 

made in the C T Cap since its inception, but because of its 

fundamental design, it is, and will continue to be, tops in the 

sealing of products in glass packages. 

PHOENIX METAL CAP CO. 
2444 WEST SIXTEENTH STREET, CHICAGO 3720 FOURTEENTH AVENUE, BROOKLYN 

OFFICES—Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles 
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NEXT MONTH 

Next month, during the first 
417 days of December—you 
will still be able to make 
entry in the All-America Pack- 
age Competition. Packages, 
displays and machinery en- 
tries received after December 
17 will be neither entered nor 
returned, so plan your entry 
now and if you need addi- 
tional entry blanks, write, 
wire or phone Modern 
Packaging at our new address, 
129 East 42nd St., Chanin 
Building, New York. 

Packagers interested in pri- 
vate brand packaging—and 
those opposed to such opera- 
tions—will want to read the 
articles on Gimble package 
operations in Modern Pack- 
aging's December issue. 

MODERN 
PACKAGING 
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Hand Cartoning took 

a lot of valuable floor 

space in the “HORSE- 

and-BUGGY” days 

bof” 
Two, three—yes, even four times the floor space was 
needed for quantity production in most packaging 
departments . . . back in the “horse-and-buggy”’ days— 
before Redington. The work was usually spread out 
over many square feet of costly space . . . the products 
stacked all over the place. 

But—an immediate economy of floor space resulted 

- 

F. B. REDINGTON CO. 

fobange™ 
when the manufacturer installed the early model car- 
toning machines pioneered by Redington. True, 
these 1913 machines were bulky, cumbersome and 
slow compared with today’s streamlined models. Yet 
the space saved was important and was often used to 
take care of increased production. In some cases, 
these machines even eliminated the necessity of building 
a new plant to take care of soaring sales. 

Modern Redingtons show even greater space econ- 
omy. A single high-speed Continuous Loading Car- 
toning Machine produces two to three limes as much as 
the older types within the same floor space. 

In addition, Redington Machines are streamlined 
to be smoother, sturdier, quieter, better engineered. 
For instance, the pocket intake conveyor (pictured at 
the left)—just another example of the many hidden 
engineering and mechanical improvements in Reding- 
ton Machines. 

1. The pockets are constructed of sheet steel mounted 
on malleable iron carriers with husky side sup- 
ports. The carriers are held together with an 
individual chain roller link, eliminating complete 
chains with pockets mounted on side brackets. 
This permits the use of much less chain, with a 
consequent decrease in stretch and maintenance. 

. The malleable iron carriers do not drag along as 
in the old days. Instead, the roller on the chain 
link speeds along a rail similar to a railroad track . . 
cutting down wear and tear, friction and power 

ho 

consumption. 

—and we could tell you a lot more about the marvelous way these 
machines are buili—the money they save. Investigate . . . without 
obligation. 

110-112 So. Sangamon St. CHICAGO, ILL. 

for CARTONING « CELLOPHANE WRAPPING « CARTON SEALING 
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IS a guarantee. 
* 

Established 1881 

than a promise of 

Helmold's rule is accurate, 

VER HALF A CENTURY 
of dominant leadership 

from... 

J. F. HELMOLD & BRO., INC. 
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and the standard of excel- 
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LADIES’ DELIGHT = Your feminine customers are mot wrestlers nor are SMOOTH SLEEK SURFACES — Not a curlicue, not a thread, not a knurl 

their boudoirs equipped with Stillson wrenches to remove balky closures. mars the simplicity and dignity of Anchor Beacon Cap exteriors. 

The Anchor Beacon Cap responds every time to the simple quarter-turn Just one single circle around the top to relieve the monotony... 
of the gentlest wrist. The stickiest, gummiest product never affects and to provide a challenge to any designer to achieve a noteworthy 

Beacon’s easy-on-easy-off efficiency. package effect. 

a 

; 

; 
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} 
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BEAUTIFUL BUT CLEVER The inherently simple and beautiful lines of the THIS LUG IS OPEN CHAMP= The secret of the Beacon Cap’s always 
Anchor Beacon Cap can be enhanced by a single deep rich color .. . or may easy opening is the little lug pointed out above. Based on the 

famous Amerseal lug construction, it has made this type of closure 
be artistically embellished with chaste decoration or lettering. But beneath the first choice of the great majority of consumers. The Beacon 

that loveliness is a sound scientific sealing principle—an air-tight seal offers not only user approval, but fast and dependable service on 

that protects the product against leakage, evaporation or deterioration. the production line. 



MODEL MODEL MAKERS = These sculptors in wood bring to life the cold 
lines of the blue-print. With their models Anchor Hocking carries on 

extensive tests for appearance, shipping and packing ability, display and 

general all-around practicality. That’s why all Anchor Hocking containers 

are not only good looking, but good, sturdy salesmen as well. 

UNCOMMON CONTAINERS Every pharmaceutical manufacturer 
knows these practical, useful, narrow mouth amber containers. 

Ordinary in shape, yes, but not in the quality that Anchor Hocking 

puts into them, their strength, clear color and high luster. Made 

in 19 sizes from half an oz. to 128 oz. 

IMPORTANT PREMIUM NEWS FROM THE LONE RANGER= Anchor Hocking 
has the exclusive rights to the Lone Ranger, Tonto, his Indian Guide, and 
his horse Silver for all glass container and premium ware. Already loved 
by millions, the Lone Ranger is daily adding thousands of new friends by 
radio, movies, and the comics. Here is a walloping, two-gun, rip-snorting 
promotion idea for wide awake merchandisers. Illustrated are four Lone 

. a / 

er" Si 

Ranger items .. . and we can supply everything in the Lone Ranger series, 

including all containers, jars, tumblers or bottles, all kinds of table or 

beverage ware of stock or special design, in single pieces or in sets. Any 

Anchor glass container closure can also be furnished with Lone Ranger 

decorations. Write or wire at once for samples and we will show you how 

you can put gold in your purse with HI-YO SILVER. 
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carry sales in 

larger volumes... 

use a tr anspar ent package that 

DOES NOT SHRINK. 

or WRINKLE 

F modern merchandisers have learned anything from the 

I super-market . . . it is that successful products are those 

that sell on sight. So when you send your product to mar- 

ket, make sure it can be seen. Give it a transparent package 

that always appears clean, clear, and attractive! 

Bright and sparkling all the time, Lumarith Protectoid 

gives you everlasting freedom from splits . . . tears .. . and 

wrinkles. It is ideal for all kinds of transparent packaging 

. .. thick or thin, rigid or flexible. For full information and 

samples, write today to Packaging Division, Celluloid 

Corporation, 10 East 40th Street, New York City. Estab- 

lished 1872. Sole Producer of Celluloid and Lumarith. 

(Trademarks Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) 

LUMAR ia 
TRANSPARENT PACKAGE... 

ot in vouch with 

CELLOLOW RROMEGHOND 
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF, 

(Jransparent Packaging Hidaied 

8 MODERN PACKAGING 

It does not shrink, discolor or dry out with 

age. 

It is water-proof, grease-proof, germ-proof. 

It is odorless, tasteless, non -inflammable. 

It is not affected by extremes of tempera- 

ture or humidity—no wrinkling. 

It does not tarnish highly polished metal 

parts. 

It cementseasily and permanently (actually 

a weld). 

It has a perfect printing surface. 
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Purybe—once the royal prerogative of a titled 

few, while not widely employed in package design, 

does possess certain characteristics which bespeak 

quality and subtle elegance...Illustrated above 

are a few of the design possibilities of this majestic 

color and its ‘‘off-shades.’’ Though not the easiest 

of colors to reproduce, it does suggest a possibility 

to those who would like to have their packages 

‘distinctive’. . .Continental’s package designers 

will explore every possibility which might have a 

bearing on the salability of your container whether 

it be color in design, or the more practical consider- 

ations of size, shape or economy of manufacture. 

Why not let them study your needs? No obligation. 

ONE OF A SERIES DEVOTED TO THE USE OF COLOR IN PACKAGING DESIGN. COPYRIGHTED, 1938. 
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your production department with clumsy, hard to assemble boxes? 

SIMPLEX BOXES offer — 

SPEED OF ASSEMBLY — They are erected in a contents re- 

ceiving position in three easy movements — a simple bend, 

an easy turn, Click! it Locks into place. 

ECONOMY OF STORAGE SPACE — They are packed in 

compact, easy to handle units. A large quantity can be kept 

in a small space available for instant use. 

STRENGTH — Simplex construction achieves a maximum of 

strength. It is actually a folding "Setup Box" combining the 

best features of both types. 

& @ Bae) 
A simple An easy Click! 

bend turn It locks into place! 

WHATEVER YOUR PRODUCT .. . whatever your problems, a suitable 

one or two piece SIMPLEX box is made to meet your requirements. 

That is why leading firms in the textile, toy, food, and almost every 

other industry choose — above all others — SIMPLEX BOXES. 

There is a Simplex Licensee in your area. Write for full information. 

SIMPLEX PAPER BOX CORPORATION 
Trade Mark 

LANCASTER PENNSYLVANIA Made Under License In All Parts Of 
The U. S. A. And Canada 
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Z CLEARS THE GLASS 

SAT THREAD WITHOUT 
p SIDE-SCRAPING 

\ZAl||II|I| | 
Oh UNDER-REACHING GRIP 
Ye R HAS GREATEST 

, rae : ‘ ia DO WN-PULL 
In spite of normal variations in glass containers, Crown Screw Caps 

Z 
deliver uniform sealing jobs. The reason is the patented Deep Hook Y 

Thread. It gives Crown Screw Caps the needed flexibility to seal va- GP 

iy riations in glass finishes without jamming or cocking. You get positive By 

sealing pressure all around the container. @ Since the introduction 

: POSITIVE SEALING WITH 
of the Deep Hook Thread over seven years ago, Crown Screw Caps THE DEEP HOOK THREAD 

have set the standard in sealing efficiency. Manufacturers choose them _ The down-pull of the Deep 
Hook Thread plus the fact that 

for their easier application, tighter sealing and the Sealing Bead is always over 
7 the top of the glass sealing sur- 

easy removal. Would you like to try samples face, mean uniform, positive 
sealing pressure. Crown Screw 

of Crown Screw Caps on your own con- Caps adapt themselves to glass 

tolerance and give better seal- 

tainers? Simply write us, mentioning the size. ing service. 

CROWN CORK AND SEAL COMPANY - BALTIMORE, MD. 

World’s Largest Makers of Closures for Glass Containers 

SHOWN SSR CAPS 
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MOISTURE: 
PROOF! 
New Du Pont Moistureproof 

Paper Lacquer keeps moisture in or out. . . 
whichever your product requires! 

Y giving your product better protec- 

B tion, Du Pont Moistureproof Paper 

Lacquer prolongs factory-freshness and 

gives greater advertising value. 

But more than that, Du Pont Moisture- 

proof Paper Lacquer greatly increases 

package beauty. Its clear, brilliant lustre 

makes colors crisper, cleaner, richer... 

makes your package more attractive, 

helps win preferred (and profitable) re- 

tail display. 

Du Pont Moistureproof Paper 

too. It can be formulated to resist alcohol, 

greases and other reagents. It prevents 

offsetting and smearing of inks on labels 

of products that must be packaged while 

hot. It is durable—hard to mar or scuff. 

Every product has its own packaging 

needs. Soto givemaximum beauty and pro- 

tection to your product, Du Pont will be 

glad to study your particular problem... 

to create a formula best fitted to your own 

needs. Write E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 

Co., Inc., Finishes Div., Indus- 

Lacquer protects in other ways, trial Sales, Wilmington, Del. 

REG. U. 5. PaT. OFF. 

E. |. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY, INC. 

FINISHES DIVISION - INDUSTRIAL SALES - WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

MODERN PACKAGING 



INTO EVERY HOUSEWIFE’S 
MIND FLASHES THIS 

COMPARISON!! 

THAT’S WHY SHE CHOOSES THE 
PRODUCT WITH THE 

FEDERAL DISPENSER! 
A FEDERAL dispenser makes it easier... more economical... less work for Mrs. Housewife to use 

your product. A touch of her finger on the plunger, and her job is half done. 

No wonder she prefers the product that uses one of these handy, foolproof appliances. It’s more 

than a gadget to her. /t’s a tool!! 

That’s why selling your product with one of these low cost premiums is ‘‘sure-fire,’’ for building 

sales. And that’s why FEDERAL appliances have been adopted by such leading firms as Jergens, 

Campana, Shell, O’Cedar, Standard Oil, and many others. 

Write for full information ...or send one of your packages to us to be returned with the proper 

FEDERAL dispenser. 

FEDERAL TOOL CORPORATION 
SPECIALTY DIVISION 

400 NORTH LEAVITT STREET CHICAGO, ILL. 



WARNERCRAFET 
THE FINEST WORD IN PACKAGING 

In printing, 

Selected inks and paper, 

Color harmony and precise register 

WARNERCRAFT Folding and Set-Up Boxes 

Set high standards. 

And in design, 

Practical construction and workmanship 

Based on Merchandising Intelligence 

WARNERCRAFT Boxes 

May help your sales and profits 

THE WARNER BROTHERS COMPANY 

BRIDGEPORT CONNECTICUT 

200 Madison Ave., New York AShland 4-1195 

DESIGN 
We maintain full time designers skilled in the art of creating and developing modern packages and displays. 

12 MODERN PACKAGING 
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AKER'S EXCLUSIVE PROCESS 

FOOO VALUES NOT FOUND IN # from Guns - Twice Giitped . ane WEIGHT 4 OZ.NET 
ORDINARY CORN CEREALS Gold. < AS: AKRON O10 CEDA® RAPIDS. JOWA ST JOSEPH. miSsouR! 

Seat 
The Quaker Oats @mpany 

ADDRESS: CHICAGO. USA 
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ROverSEALS 

Trade Mark Reg. At Seco) U S. Pat Off 

HELP YOU SELL QUALITY 

14 MODERN PACKAGING 

May we add that Alseco ROverseals 
are very good-looking, both in contour 
and color (your choice). And, despite 
being locked on, they are ever so easy 
to open. Their cost is entirely in line 
with other cost factors of drug and 
toilet preparations. For details, write 
ALUMINUM SEAL Company, 1345 

Third Avenue, New Kensington, Pa. 

Outer portion of ROver- 
seal locks on botile. 

Tears off easily to give 
access to inner seol. 



THE SHIPPING BOX IS AN 

IF IT'S MADE BYH & D 

x 

Advertising space—free. Circula- 

tion—millions. Results—increased 

sales, increased prestige. it’s your 

' shipping box talking, from the time 

it leaves your warehouse...through 

the channels of distribution. . .to 

the world’s counters and display 

windows. Make this inexpensive 

advertising medium an indispen- 

sable part of your sales promotion 

campaign. Transform your ship- 

ping box into a colorful, modern, 

effective traveling advertisement. 

How? Consult Hinde & Dauch... 

the Authority on Packaging. 

HINDE & DAUCH - Authonily on Pachacing 



... UP-TO-THE-MINUTE . . . every section entirely rewritten by experts in each phase of 
packaging. 

..-Complete, revised DIRECTORY and BUYERS’ GUIDE listing every source of every 
type of package material and service. 

...- More information than ever before. 

..- More photographs, drawings, diagrams than ever before. 

... More elaborate samplings, drawings, inserts, tipons than ever before. 

... THE FINAL AND AUTHORITATIVE WORD ON EVERY PHASE OF PACKAGE 
AND DISPLAY DESIGN, PRODUCTION, AND MERCHANDISING! 

FOR CANADA-~A Catalog within a Catalog ... appraisal of the Canadian pack- 
aging situation . . . complete Canadian buyers’ guide. 

VIRTUALLY COMPLETED, THIS “ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PACKAGING” WILL BE 
READY FOR MAILING EARLY IN 1939! 

Reserve your copy NOW. 

PACKAGING CATALOG 
CHANIN BUILDING, 122 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 

16 MODERN PACKAGING 



STEP OUT /N 

Sten Ahead! with Sf “NATIONAL” 

NATIONAL CAN CORPORATION 
SUBSIDIARY OF McKEESPORT TIN PLATE CORPORATION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES e 110 EAST 42nd STREET »- NEW YORK CITY 
Sales Offices and Plants e NEW YORK CITY + BALTIMORE + MASPETH,N.Y. * CHICAGO + BOSTON «+ DETROIT + HAMILTON, OHIO 

NOVEMBER 1938 17 



re Zz 
REMEMBER? Short, short skirts 
were the fashion back in 1928—when 
molded plastics were starting a revolu- 
tion in packaging circles. 

REMEMBER? When the family radio 
looked like this, some of America’s 
most tradition-bound manufacturers 
were beginning to modernize their 
packages. 

REMEMBER? When a woman's 

bathing attire wasn't complete without 
stockings— the streamlined era_ in 
packaging was yet to come. 

Mundet District Offices Are Conveniently Located for Prompt Service 
Atlanta 339-41 Elizabeth St., N. E. Houston .. Commerce and Palmer Sts. Philadelphia. . .2226 Arch St. 

Chicago a3 2959 N Paulina St. Kansas City, Mo.... - 1428 St. Louis Ave. San Francisco... . ._..440 Brannan St. 

Cincinnati 427 W. 4th St. Los Angeles 2051 E. 37th St. ; also J. C. Millett Co. 

Cleveland Britten Terminal, Inc. Louisville... . Kentucky Bottlers Supply Co. St. Louis... . . 506 S. Main St. 

Denver The Stone-Hall Co. Memphis .Memphis Bonded Warehouse | ae Succop-Tighe & Sons 

Detroit 335 W. Jefferson Ave. New GRADE: 668 65055055 432 N. Peters St. 2737—I1st Ave., South 

In Canada: Mundet Cork & Insulation, Ltd., 35 Booth Ave., Toronto 

18 MODERN PACKAGING 

TOPPING A DECADE OF 

PROGRESS 

QUICK 

MODERN 

SAFE SEALING \ 
Mundet Closures reflect the progress made in packaging dur- 
ing the past 10 years. In their smooth, precise sealing, in 
their improved designs, and in the wide range of sizes offered 
in our stock closures, Mundet assures modern sealing service 
for your products. The molded finger-grip Closure shown 
above incorporates recent improvements in construction and 
design. Bottles with this ‘‘topper” are in full dress. The at- 
tractive molded finger-grip top is securely anchored in the 
cork ...insures dependable re-sealing. Your phone call or 
letter brings samples and prices. Ask for them today. 

MUNDET CORK CORPORATION 
65 South Eleventh St., Closure Division, Brooklyn, N. Y. 



RESEARCH MAN MEETS REBUFF! 

This is a well-known example of a Package that 

Sells — by Ritchie. We will be glad to show you 

how your package can be made to combine 

economy, distinction and new merchandising 

value. Write for full particulars of the free design 

service offered responsible manufacturers. 

Seriously, do your customers NEED — could they 

USE — a “permanent” package? Would they — 

could they afford — to pay extra for your product 

to get it? And even if they would (and could) once 

— what about repeat sales? Can you expect them 

to continue to pay a premium for your product just 

to get a package they already have? 

Ritchie says no. Ritchie places its 72 years of 

packaging experience, its modern manufacturing fa- 

cilities, its versatile design talent, behind the set-up 

paper box. Because the set-up paper box is econom- 

ical without being cheap. Because it permits great 

flexibility of design and the distinctive and appeal- 

ing use of several colors. Because it most effectively 

accomplishes the primary purposes of any package 

— to protect the product; to enhance the sales 

value of the product itself! 

Set-up Paper Boxes — Fibre Cans 

W. C. RITCHIE AND COMPANY + 8849 BALTIMORE AVENUE - CHICAGO 
NEW YORK DETROIT CINCINNATI LOS ANGELES ST. LOUIS ST. PAUL DENVER 

NOVEMBER 1938 19 



Announcing 
A REVOLUTIONARY PACKAGE ADVANCEMENT 

FIBRE CANS 
WITH ‘‘BUILT IN’ CELLOPHANE LININGS! 

The lining provides the following qualities: 

PRESERVATION: Volatile and expensive flavoring and 
perfuming ingredients are retained in your product—cannot 

be absorbed by the thirsty walls of the fibre. Hence, less of 
these materials need be used in original formulae. 

OILPROOF: Products for which the fibre can was never 
before perfectly suited can now be safely packed in the new 

“CLEVECO” container. 

LINTPROOF: No lint, no fibrous particles can contaminate 

your product. 

SALES APPEAL: The brilliant colors of the laminated liner 
provide ‘‘inside attractiveness’ ... contrasting sharply with 

the color of your product—accenting and dramatizing its 

quality and purity. 

TASTEPROOF AND ODORPROOF: This new fibre can 
prevents taste and odor transmission of your product thur 

the walls of the package. 

MOISTUREPROOF: Special constructions provide this 

feature when needed. 

— ECONOMY: Best of all—all these advantages are brought 
CLOSURES can be « btained either in metai, enameled to to you scarcely adding to costs—and with great savings if 

match the overall design of your package, or in paperboard until now you have been unable to use a fibre can. 
with the same BUILT IN Cellophane lining. Investigate NOW 

THE CLEVELAND CONTAINER COMPANY 
601 WEST 26TH STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Plants:—New York, Philadelphia, Wilmington. Detroit. Cleveland, Chicago, Plymouth, Wis. 

Adhesive Div.:—Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Why Some Dis 1S With its bizarre idea of St. Nick 

: in a top hat... with the color 

Gab 4 ZF Spottig At: exquisitely applied for perfect re- 

production of the original art, this 

HOLLINGSWORTH display 
presents their attractive “Hobby Box” as a gift package. 

Technical judgment and experience to know just what 

processes the art work calls for . . . facilities for every 

modern method of color reproduction . . . that explains 

why so many “U-S” displays grab the spotlight. 

For Products that Hela Sell Your Product... Gall « Representative prom any “UY Division 

She NITED STATES PRINTING & LITHOGRAPH COMPANY 
ANDDIVISIONS. ..... 
HOME OFFICE: 312 BEECH STREET . . . CINCINNATI, OHIO ATLANTIC LITHOGRAPHIC & PRINTING DIVISION 

DONALDSON LITHOGRAPHING DIVISION 
SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES: 

ATLANTA CINCINNATI LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA: ERIE LITHOGRAPHING & PRINTING DIVISION 
BALTIMORE CLEVELAND KANSAS CITY PITTSBURGH PALMER ADVERTISING SERVICE DIVISION 
BOSTON ‘DETROIT MILWAUKEE = Seong 
BROOKLYN ERIE, PA. MINNEAPOLIS ST. CHARLES, ILL. W. F. POWERS DIVISION 
CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS NEW YORK © T. LOUIS THEO. A. SCHMIDT LITHOGRAPHING DIVISION 





© «© «© The Visible Guarantee of Invisible Quality *« « « 

KIMBLE GLASS COMPANY ....- VINELAND, N. J. 
NEW YORKs++s CHICAGOs+:+s PHILADELPHIA *+*s DETROIT++ BOSTON 
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for the ALL-AMERICA PACKAGE COMPETITION 

There Is Still Time to File Entry—I£ You Act 
Now! Write for Entry Blank! 

LAST CALL... to enter the All-America Competition ... featured as BIG 
NEWS by the nationwide press! Judges are an independent panel of experts 
representing production, design, dealer, consumer, and advertising viewpoints. 
Over 21,000 packages were entered last year! 

LAST CALL... December 15th is closing date. This is the last copy of 
Modern Packaging to reach you in time to make the deadline. ACT AT ONCE! 

& 

NO ENTRY FEES OR OBLIGATIONS OF ANY KIND! 
ENTER ANY NUMBER OF PACKAGES OR DISPLAYS! 

You are eligible if you are the supplier of the package or any part of it... if you 
made the machinery used in packaging the product... or if you are the manu- 
tacturer using the package. 

Your package is eligible if it first appeared on the market during the current year. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
CHANIN BUILDING 122 East 42nd St., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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pe Luxe RE-USE 

CAKES 

CANDIES 

CIGARETTES 

107 (67-0 54-) 

COOKIES 

(ole) -30) 7.08 

COSMETICS 

FANCY SOAPS 

FRUIT CAKES 

GLACE FRUITS 

GLOVES 

HABERDASHERY 

5: JEWELRY 

= LINGERIE 
) LIQUEURS 

PERFUMES 

SILK STOCKINGS 

sue) =7:(eere) 

TOILET WATER 

WINE 

WHISKEY 

ETC. 

Mastercraft Re-Use Gift Containers are more than 
just a package. Their inherent dignity of design 
and finish lends that extra touch to your product 
which immediately distinguishes it from others in 
less “formal dress.” 

Tailor-made in quantities of 1000 or more in leather- 
ette, genuine leather, metal paper or metal in a 
wide variety of color combinations. Designed, 
finished and decorated to suit your requirements. 

We will gladly cooperate with your packaging de- 
partment in fitting a Mastercraft Re-Use Gift Con- 
tainer to your product. Write, stating items in which PERMANENT 
you are interested, and we shall be pleased to REMEMBRANCE 
quote prices and submit samples. Or, if you desire ADVERTISING 
to discuss Mastercraft Re-Use Gift Containers with ae 
our representative in your territory. we shall be POINT-OF-PURCHASE 
pleased to have him call on you. APPEAL 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY 

NEW YORK OFFICE -MASTERCRAFT=— LOS ANGELES OFFICE 
225 FIFTH AVE. DIVISION 1147 WALL STREET 

NEW YORK,N.Y. —-HARLICH MFG. CO.— LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
1401-1417 WEST JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL. 



MOISTURE-PROOF 
THE STORY THUS FAR: 

Your product can be protected from spoilage due to changes in climatic conditions. A Moisture-Vapor-Proof lac- 
quered wrap on your package will keep the contents in its original state despite outside conditions. 

Moisture is a vapor or gas that penetrates fibrous package materials. A dry product attracts these vapors and absorbs the 
moisture—a moist product releases moisture vapor and becomes dry. Either of these changes can spoil your merchandise. 

Producing a printed paper wrap with a membrane coating of Moisture-Vapor-Proof lacquer is a new science. This 
subject has arroused general interest in the packaging industry and we feel that now is the time for us to boast of being 
the pioneers in this science, as we have produced millions of SATISFACTORY Moisture-Vapor-Proof wraps. 

From this actual experience we are in a better position to furnish you with the type of wrap that will prove most satisfac- 
tory for your particular problem. An inquiry to RICHARDSON TA¥YLOR-GLOBE CORPORATION, Cincinnati 
Ohio, the headquarters for Moisture- VVapor-Proof wraps, will insure you of results based on our own laboratory experi- 
ments and save you much time, grief and expense in the final results 

CONTROL 
The success or failure of a Moisture-Vapor-Proof Package depends upon the rigid CONTROL of the 

correct thickness of the protective lacquer coating applied to the printed sheet, from which the wrapper 

is made. A film TOO LIGHT allows Moisture Vapor to pass through. A film TOO HEAVY may, 

under certain conditions, cause the wraps or packages to stick together. Therefore, a UNIFORM film 

thickness is absolutely necessary. 

By experience, we soon found that the present type of coating equipment now on the market did not 

permit this uniform control, so we had to develop new machines. By new methods of application, 

micrometer adjustments, we are now able to lay uniformly over the entire sheet any predetermined film 

thickness. 

Further investigation also proved that proper paper stocks and inks were extremely important in se- 

curing satisfactory results. All papers do not admit of a uniform coating, and the film will not properly 

adhere to many inks, so we built a special paper and developed our own printing inks. These mechan- 

ical controls are further checked by laboratory tests continuously run throughout the job. 

All the above factors and many others too numerous to explain in detail are necessary if you are to 

achieve the desired results. If you are seeking the maximum in MOISTURE-PROOFING, send your 

inquiry to the RICHARDSON TAYLOR-GLOBE CORPORATION, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
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THE PACKAGE DESIGNER 

The package designer has come, in recent years, to be an 

accepted factor in the packaging industries—so much so 

that many forget that this profession is still in its 
infancy. It has still to develop set ways of carrying on 

its work. It has still to establish accepted relationships 

between designers and package suppliers and between 

designers and their clients. 
While some designers have progressed further along 

these lines than others, the Institute of Package Research 

and the publishers of Mopern Packacinc have been 

aware for some time that a general confusion exists 

throughout the packaging industries as to the proper 

function of the package designer, as to the ways in 

A Survey by the Institute of Package Research 

which he carries on his work and as to the relationships 

he does maintain or should maintain with clients and 

with package suppliers. 

It is the purpose of this survey, primarily, to establish 

the facts as to how designers carry on their work. It is 

equally its purpose to make possible the publication of 

the opinions of leading designers and package suppliers 

as to the flaws or faults in existing relationships between 

these groups. 

In publishing these opinions, the Institute of Package 

Research neither takes sides nor encourages the assump- 

tion that questions such as these can be solved by taking 

sides. It believes, rather, that much good may arise 
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HOW PACKAGE DESIGNERS 

SECURE THEIR BUSINESS 
Through recommendations from 

ees. oe yg 82 

Through personal solicitation . . 30 

Through advertising . . .. . 24 

Through hearsay (usually untrace- 

ee wl . . . 20 

WW etuolttepotecehd-subt-stele me Ce (:) elo) (-\- an 12 

Through hired solicitors 

Through package suppliers . 

from the mere raising of these questions and that de- 

signers and package producers and the clients of both 
may profitably extend this discussion in the future. 

The limitations of both time and space have, of course, 

made it impossible to publish the opinions or even solicit 

the expression of opinions of all those who might have 

had much of value to contribute. It is, however, be- 

lieved that the viewpoints expressed on the following 

pages present the various problems fully and from every 

angle. Further comments will, nonetheless, be appre- 

ciated from the readers of MopERN PackaGING, be they 

package designers, package producers or members of 

that larger group of package using manufacturers for 
whom these two groups exist to serve. 

How the Designer Works 

Before the designer can go to work—and thus raise any 

of the problems of client-designer relationships—he must 
first obtain a client. Though when reduced to a bald 

statement, this fact partakes of the ridiculous, it, none- 

theless, represents an acute and ever-present problem to 

the package designer. That the problem has been by 

no means solved is indicated by the widely divergent 
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number of ways of obtaining their business, reported by 

the designers who have cooperated in the preparation 

of this survey. 

It will be noted that fully half of all the business that 

is handled by designers seeks the designer out. Another 

substantial portion of package designing business comes 

as a result of contacts first established either through 
direct mail or other advertising. Even that business 

which is secured through personal solicitation is not 

obtained entirely by the efforts of the designer himself. 

It should be noted that one-fourth of those using such 

personal solicitation as a means of obtaining business 

employ solicitors or representatives. 

Some designers express the opinion that professional 

ethics should exclude any form of solicitation in busi- 
ness. Many others—a majority in fact—would seem, 

by their answers, to be of the opinion that such restric- 

tions would be unwise. It can be safely said that if any 

“code of ethics’’ exists in the field in regard to ways of 
obtaining business, it has not as yet sufficiently crystal- 

lized to affect more than a minority of package designers. 

Design Fees 

Once the designer has established contact with the 

prospective client, both he and the client are confronted 

with a new problem, revolving around the establishment 

of a fair fee which will insure adequate compensation for 

the designer and afford the packager some advance se- 
curity in respect to probable costs and probable expendi- 

tures of time and effort on the part of the designer. 
While several methods are almost equally favored by 

designers, the group as a whole are almost unanimous in 

their condemnation of speculation. They feel—it would 
seem with much justification—that the speculative 
preparation of designs prevents the establishment of that 
close relationship between client and designer which is 
essential for the intelligent solution of the client's prob- 

lems. They feel that the risks involved in competitive 
speculation prevent the achievement of their best work. 

They feel, therefore, that both client and designer suffer 
when the speculative element is brought into the picture. 

This does not mean that all the cooperating designers 

make a rigid rule against speculation. A number admit 

occasionally deviating. In the words of one well-known 

middle western designer, “‘When speculation or sale 
based on competitive design is called for, which is not 

infrequent, I refuse the honor of competing, unless it is 

such a big job or will lead to so much more designing 
that I cannot afford to refuse.”’ 

While a number of designers express a marked prefer- 
ence for the royalty method of payment, only two of 
the cooperating group report themselves as having been 

able to apply royalties to even a portion of their package 

designing work. Those package designers who also do 
industrial or product design find that the royalty method 

seems to have better application in certain product 

designing instances where sales can be ascribed more 

directly to the single element of design than is possible 

in the case of package design work. 



The most favored method of pricing design work 

seems to be that which sets a fixed fee for each job as it 

arises—the fee usually being based on anticipated time 

expenditure of the designer and his associates and being 
modified, in some instances, by the designer's estimation 

of possible difficulties in securing client's okay. 

Thus, in a number of instances, designers report that 

their prices, of necessity, go up the minute they discover 

that their designs will have to be passed upon by com- 

mittees of executives in the client’s organization. They 

know from experience that such committees seldom can 
be expected to work with the expedition or with the 

understanding which may be logically looked for when 
the client is represented by a single individual. 

They do not say that such committees are in all cases 

superfluous, nor do they claim that the resulting package 

is better or worse because of the action of such com- 
mittees. They merely observe that the revisions and 

extra art work required to secure approval from such 
committees usually run far higher than they do when 

relations are maintained through the client with a single 

individual. The price per job, accordingly, increases 
whenever a committee heaves in sight. 

Many designers express a preference for the retainer 
method of operation where a fixed monthly or annual 
fee is paid to the designer for the handling of all pack- 
aging design problems in a single manufacturing organi- 

zation. However, designers generally seem to recog- 

nize that the retainer methods can be utilized only in 

the cases of larger companies and particularly of com- 
panies who are confronted with a fairly constant flow 

of packaging problems. 

Other methods reported by designers as being used in 
determining design prices include an hourly time rate, 
the royalty methods or combination of flat prices and 

hourly rates or retainer and hourly rates. 

Safeguarding the Designer's Interest 

Because the designer sells a service involving many 

intangibles, the problem of safeguarding his interest in 
a design is an extremely difficult one. In only a very 
few instances, perhaps, have manufacturers deliberately 

appropriated the work of a designer without payment. 

Such actions, of course, amount to plain thievery and 
cannot be considered as other than a matter for the courts 
of law. However, in a larger number of cases, where 

both designer and client enter into a relationship with 

every intention of fair dealing, disputes arise at a later 
date as to the origin of the design idea or as to the value 

of the designer's work. Such disputes arise particularly 

when for some reason or another-—a change in company 

policy, a decision to delay redesign, or failure to develop 
a design satisfactory to the client—the relationship be- 

tween designer and client is severed short of completion 

of the originally contemplated work. 

Designers, as a group, have no set answer to the ques- 

tion ‘How do you protect your interests in a design?” 

Some simply throw up their hands and trust to fate. 

Thus one leading designer reports ‘‘We have yet to find 

or devise a satisfactory way of fully safeguarding a 

design—it seems hopeless.’’ Another replies, “I have 

not yet found an entirely fool-proof way to safeguard 

an original design. The only thing I do is to keep all 
tracings, from the first comprehensive sketch to a photo- 
stat of the finished design, together with a dated order.”’ 

A third, particularly well known in the industrial design 
field, dismisses the matter with the comment ‘‘I have 

always taken a chance.” 
In contrast is that group of designers which seeks to 

avoid difficulties by anticipating them. One reports as 

follows: ‘“‘I use a competent lawyer to safeguard my 
interests. Where I am working on a pre-arranged fee 
basis, I obtain a written order containing an agreement 

to pay so much for a specified (Continued on page 94) 
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1. The new Zinc Oxide design—in black and bright green on white—presents an exceptionally clear and fresh appearance well 

suited to the product. The slender lettering of ‘Norwich’ and ‘Ointment’ serves to provide the necessary feminine appeal and 

is, at the same time, subordinate to the words “‘Zinc Oxide’’ by which this merchandise is most commonly called. Sales increase 
since redesign, 33.4 per cent (large size), 28.2 per cent (small size)! 2. In restyling this article, the designers set out primarily to elimi- 

nate any possible misinterpretation of the name, which is “Four Vitamins Capsules’’ and not “four capsules.’’ Except for this 

elimination of potential misunderstandings, the company wished to retain the general appearance of its old package. The areas of 
reverse type increase the effectiveness of the design and give the package a fresher appearance. 3. The usual effect of the name 

and soothing colors employed in the Analgesic Balm package is to suggest the physical benefit the user expects to derive from the use 

There is ample contrast between the warm gray and the Venetian red for display and legibility—the small areas of 

Sales increase since redesign, 66.9 per cent! 

of the product 
white give value to the gray, while the lettering style makes for lasting identity. 

4. In redesigning the Regum Tooth Paste tube and carton, it was desired to maintain a resemblance between the old and the new. 
Only a slight change in color has been made, a maroon and red color scheme on a white background replacing black and red. 

However, through simplification and a more orderly arrangement of the design elements, a far more pleasing appearance resulted. 
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So strong a case has been made, in recent years, for 
family resemblances and family similarities in package 
design, that many a designer and many a manufacturer 

have come to accept the idea of establishing such family 

relationships as an axiom of merchandising. 

Thus, when the Norwich Pharmacal Co. commissioned 

its designer, Frederic S. Grover, to avoid such emphasis 

on family relationships and even to destroy existing 

similarities in appearance between various packages in 

the company’s line, we are confronted with a clear case 

of “‘man bites dog.’’ The idea runs counter to almost 

every existing tendency in the packaging of large groups 

of related products. 

The case for family relationship in package appearance 

rests upon a number of factors. From the viewpoint of 

its effect upon the consumer, similarity of appearance 

between various items ina line is desirable because a con- 

sumer, pleased with one product of a given manufacturer, 

may be presumed to have a pre-disposition toward the 

acceptance of other products of similar sponsorship and 
similar appearance. In this sense, the similarity of 

appearance is used, in effect, as a trade mark and has, 

5. The design elements on this package are arranged parallel to 
the long dimension of tube and carton, to allow for better organi- 

zation and utmost display value of the product name. This is the 
logical plan for a carton of this shape having a name as long as 

Norwich Anestol Cream. This carton is particularly effective in 

mass display, while the Norwich seal that identifies all Norwich 

products serves as a unifying element throughout the line. 

The colors—red, blue-gray and black—give the package a 

clean, cool look and emphasize the non-greasy properties 

of the cream. Sales increase since redesign, 71.5 per cent! 

“DOWN WITH REGIMENTATION! 
Designer Frederic S. Grover is individualizing 
the packages of Norwich's leading products 

in fact, often been definitely established, through the 
courts, as possessing trade mark value. 

From the viewpoint of production, similarity of 

appearance often offers the possibility for achieving 

packaging economies. Thus, the jigs and fixtures used 

in the machine packaging of one product can be utilized— 

when an identical package is called for—for the packaging 

of a whole group of products. The use of a single color 

scheme for a group of cartons or labels permits ganging 
of the printing or lithographing run and once again 

provides economies. Certain package parts—notably 

closures and shipping containers—may be designed so 

as to permit their use interchangeably on from two to 

several hundred different packages. This reduces mold 

and die costs to a minimum, eliminates storage problems 

and aids in the reduction of inventories of packaging 

materials to a workable basis. 

The Norwich Pharmacal Co., in its present repackag- 

ing program, has not proposed to discard these ad- 

vantages in their entirety. Producing many hundred 

drug and pharmaceutical items, it recognizes that great 

advantages can be gained through an intelligent ex- 

6. Zemacol was originally marketed as a strictly medicinal product. 

An important objective in repackaging was to present it as a toilet 

preparation because it is an excellent hand lotion as well as a 

medicinal remedy for skin irritations. The ‘“‘cosmetic’’ look was 

achieved through the change to a slender, more graceful bottle, 
while the label and particularly the carton design, maintain an un- 

mistakable, medicinal appearance. Label and carton are printed in 

low chroma dark greens and light greens, on ivory, which harmonize 
with the old-rose color of the liquid and also are appropriate to the 

uses of the product. Sales increase since redesign, 49.3 per cent! 
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8. Color connotation dictates the use of two blues of medium 
chroma and white for Ocusol eye wash because above all, it must 

create the thought of gentle cleanliness. The white plastic eye cup 
closure is an attractive feature and forms a nice contrast with the 

blue glass bottle. The lettering on the Ocusol carton is very 

legible—a prime requisite of all packages—and especially desirable 

for an eye wash. The arrangement of the color masses on this 

carton builds a striking pattern when used in mass display. Paracin 

is a prophylactic formerly sold under the name “‘Aseptube.’’ Two 

noteworthy sales features are embodied in the design. First—three 

separate units are combined by a paper band with transparent 

cellulose over-wrap. Second—the nature of the product makes it 

desirable for it to lose its identity, once the purchase is made. 

Therefore all descriptive copy was confined to the paper wrap 

holding the three units together. Once that is removed, only the 

name Paracin remains visible. The directions are inside each 

carton. The label is printed in blue and gray to give a definite 

masculine look while maintaining the essential sanitary appearance. 

ploitation of the factors outlined in the preceding para- 
graphs and it therefore is maintaining and, in fact, in- 

creasing package similarities for the vast body of its 
many products. 

However, in the case of a comparatively small num- 

ber of its leading and best selling items, it has refused to 

take the viewpoint that family relationship can provide 

any form of cure-all. 

larly through the eyes of the retailer, it has decided that 
too great a family relationship in package appearance 

Approaching the problem particu- 

involves sacrifices of other factors of greater potential 

value to both manufacturer and retailer. And it has, 

therefore, within the past two years, embarked on a re- 

design program which seeks—for these leading items— 

designs best suited to the nature, the use and the character 

of the products themselves. Identification as units in a 

line, or as Norwich products, is held to be secondary in 

importance to the establishment of the package’s own 

individuality. 

The new packages have been on the market for vary- 

ing lengths of time but, as a group, they have been 

tested long enough to disclose the essential soundness of 

the theory under which they have been created. By the 

all-essential criterion of sales, they have proved success- 

ful, having produced substantial sales increases ranging 

upward from 28.2 per cent to 71.5 per cent. The re- 

tailer’s response to the new packages has been to in- 

crease the display afforded them and to recognize them 
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7. Another instance in which it was found desirable to change 
from a vertical to a horizontal carton treatment. Note the way the 

product name and the Norwich trade mark have been combined 

with other data on a color band which runs entirely around the 

package. Note also how new elements have been worked into the 

design, as in the instance of the small block of type on the top section 

of the package. While each carton in the company’s line has been 

given its own individuality, it will be noted that certain elements 

tend to be carried through on the designs. Most notable 
among these is the use of a horizontal design on all long cartons. 

as packages for specialty items deserving special con- 

sideration. Formerly the tendency had been for the 
retailer to relegate these leading items to the same 
shelves which held other Norwich products and thus to 

deprive them of the display which both he and the 
Norwich company might profitably give them. 

Retail clerks have found it easier to stock the packages 
since they may be recognized by their individualized 
color schemes, and easier to sell them since color schemes 

and designs have been planned to suit the tastes of the 
probable buyers of each item. Thus some packages, 

designed for feminine use, show a very definite *‘feminin- 
ity’’ of design. Other products, of general usefulness as 

medicine chest items, are planned for convenience in the 
home, while still others are adjusted in design and color 
scheme to meet the needs of the particular groups most 

likely to purchase them. 

The products repackaged to date represent a sub- 
stantial proportion of the company’s leading items. 
Yet the repackaging program is by no means complete. 

The program has been carefully (Continued on page 102) 
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NO STOCK BOXES FOR STOCKINGS 

The moss-grown conventional berry and holly wreath 

design for Christmas packages is not to be found among 
the new gift containers adopted by Propper-McCallum 
for its hosiery. The answer to the demand for ‘‘some- 
thing different’ for the holiday season has been achieved 
in a group of novelty packages which are a far cry from 

the monotonous and meaningless type of hosiery box so 

common in the field some years back. 

Though the Christmas season is particularly propi- 

tious for the launching of new hosiery packages, due to 

the demand for hosiery as a gift item, the product finds a 
large gift market all year round and the Propper-McCal- 
lum packages are so designed as to be equally acceptable 

at any gift-giving occasion. 

Each of the packages has been designed to tie-in with 
and introduce a new stocking color. Thus, one of the 

ingenious packages, for the company’s *’Peppermint’”’ 

hosiery color, is in the form of a large candy cane—com- 
plete with red and white stripes and tied with a red satin 

ribbon. The handle is made of wood, the “‘stick’’ por- 

tion of rigid transparent cellulose. A red disc-like clos- 
ure seals the cane at its base. The “peppermint candy 

cane’’ package is a “‘luxury market’ container, being one 

of the more expensive items in the gift package line. 

Rigid transparent cylinders 

are cleverly combined with 

wood to form the peppermint 

cane and cordial packages 

for Propper-McCallum — gift 

hosiery. The Christmas mailer 

is a simple carton fitting 

over the regular set-up box. 

Propper-McCallum gift packages are used to 
symbolize and introduce new hosiery colors 

The cane, complete with its hose, is packaged in a red 

and white striped set-up box which complements the 

peppermint cane within. 

Another unique package—for the introduction of 

“Cordial’’ hosiery color—simulates a wine bottle. Here 

again, the body of the container is rigid transparent 
cellulose, so that the hose may be seen, and the top—and 

in this case the closure—is of wood. The wooden top 

cleverly utilizes a red metallic ‘‘cap’’ and a realistic gold 

label is incorporated to present the product name. 

A far less expensive package is a Christmas mailer 

which slips over the regular hosiery box, transforming it 

into a gift item. One side of this black carton utilizes a 

fashion picture with holiday atmosphere, the other side 

bearing a decorative Christmas arrangement for address 
of sender and receiver. The “‘Christmas card’’ carton 

can, of course, be removed by the dealer after the holiday 

season and thus he avoids any headache as to what to do 

with gift packages that remain on the shelves after the 

holiday is over. 
Each of the gift packages adopted by Propper-McCal- 

lum admirably serves a two-fold purpose. It not only 

presents the hosiery in a novel gift package but likewise 
serves to promote a new stocking color. 
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The white bearded device here 

shown is actually a _ metal 

box, containing all the neces- 

saries for a complete shoe 

shine. The white buffer is 

attached directly to the base 

and side walls of the box. 

PACKAGE AND PRODUCT ARE ONE 

Shoe cleaning items, it has been erroneously thought by 

many, are something one buys when one needs them and 
only then. If products can be sold in a limited way with- 

out much attention to merchandising, then why bother 

with smart packaging or compelling display. So 

thought the “‘old school.”’ 

However, modern conditions have demonstrated that 

a product will sell much faster when in a proper con- 

tainer and a stripling firm, Shu-Kit Manufacturing Co., 

comes forth to prove the point once again. The company 

not only proves that a product will move faster when 

presented properly, but further offers a completely new 

technique for the packaging and display of such utili- 

tarian items as shoe cleaning paste, brush and buffer. 

All the necessary items for a bright shoe shine are com- 

bined in a convenient and practical metal box which 

assures the user of a complete shoe cleaning ensemble— 
no lost brush or misplaced polish. Everything essential 

for the care of shoes is compactly set into the top portion 

of what would ordinarily be the handle of the shoe 

buffer. A tube of cleaning paste, a brush, a cloth—all 

fit snugly into position and are held firmly in place by 

means of spring metal clips. The base of the container 

is so constructed as to accommodate the tube of paste 

and the brush in individual compartments, each clipping 
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in this ingenious new travel- 

ing case shoe shine ensemble 

into place, while a cleaning cloth clips into position on 

the interior of the lid. When the lid snaps down into 

closed position, the user has a buffer which fits the hand 

for convenient use. 

The buffer with its compartment top is packed in a 

simple set-up box which simulates black leather and 

which is characterized by the lack of brand or manu- 
facturer designation to mar its simple effect. 

This ingenious package, which took over two years to 

develop, is somewhat of an event in the field. It not 

only provides the consumer with a much needed shoe 
cleaning kit that will guarantee a// of the necessary items 

being present when desired, but it further provides a kit 

that may be tossed into the travel case with the assur- 

ance that it will stay closed and that none of the items 

will get lost among shirts and socks. 

The Shu-Kit, upon which patent is pending, is claimed 
to be quickening the merchandising tempo of a prosaic 

and utilitarian product by now being able to enter the 
gift-giving class. The package is being sold through 

gift shops, shoe, drug and college book stores as well as 
through department stores. 

Credit: Designed by George W. Mullen of the Shu- 

Kit Mfg.Co. Metal box by Arrow Mfg. Co., Inc. Tubes 
by the Victor Metal Products Corp. 
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ACCESSORY ROUND-UP 

Once again manufacturers of men's dress accessories— 

belts, garters, suspenders, cuff links and studs—have 

brought forth complete ranges of holiday packages, evi- 

dencing the unusual ability of this industry to find new 

ways of presenting merchandise which is essentially 

similar in shape, type and use to the merchandise pre- 

sented in former years. 

In rounding these up, MoperN PackaGinc is pleased 

to note a further demonstration of the tendency, noted 
last year, to avoid the bizarre and the ridiculous in 

re-use packages. A second tendency makes itself fur- 
ther apparent among those packages designed as gift 
containers rather than as re-use containers. These are 

of far more substantial construction, for the most part, 
than was formerly the case and demonstrate the fact that 

far greater attention has been paid, in their design, to the 

needs of the retailer for suitable display packages. 

The industry has obviously, once again, performed the 

Leading manufacturers bring forth some new ideas and 

many refinements of established packaging principles 

difficult feat of providing the means of arousing strong 

consumer interest in men's accessories as gifts. 

Pioneer Suspender Co. 

The Pioneer line includes a number of unusual set-up box 

constructions in its non-re-use group and demonstrates 

interesting uses of leather, imitation leather, metal and 

plastics on its re-use packages. 

Once again the company has followed its traditional] 

policy of consultation with its dealers prior to the settle- 

ment upon any exact packaging program. This atten- 
tion to the dealer's needs is seen in the use of cellophane 

lamination on a number of packages to avoid a deteriora- 

tion of the package due to handling in the store. It is 

also seen in the flat tops provided for a number of the 

utility boxes to aid the dealer in stacking such containers 

on shelves. 

The same tendency to consider the dealer is seen in the 

new design, known as “‘high hat’’—a pedestal in the 

center of the belt and buckle set, designed to hold the 

buckle. Pioneer has built this platform of cardboard 

and has provided a depression on the top of the platform 

into which the buckle fits. When shipped, the buckle 

is covered with a small square of cloth to prevent scratch- 
ing and the lid of the box closes down over the buckle to 
hold it securely in place. This construction provides 

sound protection for the buckle, yet makes it easy for the 

retailer to remove one initialed buckle and to replace it 

1. Pioneer re-use containers are designed not merely for after 

use, but for dealer convenience in stocking and display. Note 

flat top surfaces and manner in which bases of two-piece boxes 

nest into their tops for display. 2. Ingenious folding and set- 

up constructions characterize the non-re-use Pioneer belt con- 

tainers. Note especially the child’s belt complete with holster 

and flashlight gun. 3. Hinged like a book, this pioneer suspen- 

der and garter combination opens up to provide admirable display. 
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4. Molded plastics, die cast 

metal, wood and leather all con- 

tribute to the re-use appeal of 

the Hickok line. The flexible lid 

leather cases, with wood sides 

and bases, are particularly at- 

tractive for use as traveling kits. 

5. Adesk blotter forms one 

of the unique Hickok pack- 

ages with a belt coiled be- 

tween the blotter holder and 

its handle. Satin lining and 

molded plastics are used on 

the hinged lid dress jew- 

elry container. The metal 

tray may be re-used as 

serving tray or candy dish. 

6-7. The Paris belt and buckle 

ensembles appear in these 

wood or metal smoker's acces- 

sories. Note how the items 

are converted, upon removal 

of the belt, into ashtrays, 

cigarette boxes or pipe stands. 
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with a buckle bearing another initial which the customer 

may demand. 

Pioneer's plastic ashtrays, utilized in packaging gar- 

ters, is another case in point. The temptation in de- 

veloping a little package of this sort is to go in for bright 

colors—colors that will catch the eye. Research, how- 

ever, indicated that while these bright colors do catch 

the eye, they do not ‘‘fit’’ into the homes of most of those 

who are the logical purchasers of such an article. There- 

fore, the company put aside the normal temptation and 

has designed its ashtrays in wood finishes—ebony, ma- 

hogany and walnut. 

Credit: Box wraps—Shellmar Products Co., Keller- 

Dorian Paper Co., Inc., Hampden Glazed Paper & Card 

Co., Beveridge-Marvellum Co., Japan Paper Co., Franlo 

Paper Co. Boxes—National Folding Box Co., Williams 

Bros., Geo. W. Plumly Co., Albert Eichhorn & Son, 

Weaver Manufacturing Co. Brace folders by Brown & 
Bailey Co. Gold card stock by Artcote Papers, Inc. 

Printing by Quaker Printing Co. and Chas H. Elliott 

Co. Packing cards and die stamping by Chas. H. 

Elliott Co. Lumarith Protectoid by Celluloid Corp. 
Plastic containers molded of Resinox by A. L. Hyde. 

Hickok Manufacturing Company, Inc. 

The Hickok line features a number of re-use containers 

utilizing metal, plastics, wood and leather, in interest- 

ing and unique combinations. One metal package ap- 

pears in the shape of a desk blotter of the roller type, 

carrying a coiled belt and buckle nested under its handle. 

Another metal container is in the form of a small serv- 

ing tray, suitable for holding a cocktail, small sand- 

wiches or any of the other accessories of a buffet party. 

The belt is here likewise coiled to nest compactly in the 

square section of the tray. 

Two combination leather and wood containers are 
equipped with flexible leather flaps forming back, top 

and front of each unit. The sides and bases are of wood. 
A hinged box utilizes a molded base and a combina- 

tion plastic and cloth lid is utilized to display and carry 
the company’s new designs in men’s jewelry lines. 

Additional boxes include a square molded plastic belt 
box, re-usable as a cigarette container and a combination 

of a molded plastic base and a die-cast metal top, useful 
as a utility box or cigarette box. 

Credit: Metal packages—Doehler Die Casting Corp., 

Rochester Novelty Works, Inc. Plastics box molded by 

Diemolding Corp. Wood and leather box—wood shell 

by Regent Specialties, Inc., leather parts by Flower City 

SpecialtiesCo. Molded base with metal top box—metal 
top by Doehler Die Casting Corp., molded base by Au- 

burn Button Works. (Continued on page 94) 

8. The higher priced Swank 

jewelry sets appear in hinged 

metal boxes covered in deep me- 
roon velvet with cream colored 

satin linings. 9. The maroon and 

cream color scheme of the more 

elaborate metal box line is 

carried over to these Swank 

paper set-up boxes. Note how 

compactly items nest into in- 

verted tops for display purposes. 
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1. Something new in toothbrushes is the Finger-Dent, a latex finger 

toothbrush and gum massager. The product is presented in a handy 

Kimble vial utilizing a slip cap. The container offers visibility of 

the new product while, at the same time, protecting it from dust, 

dirt and handling by the consumer while on display. 

2. In order to reach syndicate stores, where price is an important 

factor, the Hudson Thermometer Co. has adopted a new package 

for its Twin-Tips applicator sticks. The company’s more expensive 

package, seen at the right, incorporates a transparent window and 

three individual trays. The new and less expensive package for 

syndicate store presentation is of a slide type with the applicator 

sticks lithographed on the cover in actual size. The display-ship- 

ping container effectively presents the package to the market. Pack- 

age and display by F. N. Burt Co., Inc. 

3. The Kantol Co. presents its permanent wave oil in attractive 

and practical containers. The compact size of the bottles facilitates 

their fitting into the bathroom cabinet or traveling kit while the verti- 

cal ribbed sides insure a firm grip. A low center of gravity and 

straight sides prevent upsets on the production line. Atttractively 

labeled with silver foil printed in black and striped in red, the bot- 

tles utilize a black double shell cap ard an atomizer top is supplied 

to facilitate the use of the oil in the desired quantity. Bottles by the 

Hazel-Atlas Glass Co. 
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4. To make possible the sale of small units of Gasco Briquets—a 

pressed carbon fuel—for fireplace and heaters, the Seattle Gas Co. 

has adopted colorful cartons which hold 20 Ibs. of Briquets. The 

cartons are of convenient size for dealers with a limited storage 

space and likewise help to introduce the product to individuals who 

would not order a larger quantity for a trial. Cartons designed by 

Seattle office of Erwin, Wasey & Co., printed by Coast Carton Co. 

5. Special for Christmas is the new J. B. Williams Co. gift box for 

men. Shaving soap, lotion and talc are packaged in a blue molded 

container that may well find special use throughout the year for the 

housing of cigarettes, gloves and other accessories. The die-cut 

platform which holds the shaving items in position is easily removed, 

to present the recipient of the gift with a utility box of modern design. 

Box molded of Bakelite by the Gorham Co. 

6. A black-surfaced bottle of unusual design with colorful poster- 

type label and white cap is the package which the Sinclair Refining 

Co. has adopted for its Sinclair Spot Remover. The black surface is 

utilized to protect the product against the infiltration of light. Pack- 

age designed by the Owens-Illinois Glass Co. 

7. Dona Ray—a facial treatment prepared by the A. J. Krank Co. 

is presented in a novel package. The large jar is a re-fill unit and 

the purse-size compact, which contains one facial pad, is attached 

to the bottom of the large jar by means of a Cel-O-Seal band. 

This method of attaching the small compact to the re-fill jar eliminates 

the necessity for wrapping the entire unit in a transparent material. 

Cel-O-Seal band by the Armstrong Cork Co. 

8. One basic pattern—an all-over pattern of the letters ‘‘R’ and 

“H”’—is the design motif utilized on Richard Hudnut Company's 

new cartons for various toiletry products. The foil coated cartons 

in various pastel shades—afford a brilliant background for the design 

pattern. Family resemblance has been achieved by the adoption of 

these containers and display effectiveness likewise gained. 

9. A lithographed steel container for the shipment of Pepsi-Cola 

utilizes an interior lacquer coating to insure against contamination, 

dilution or spoilage of the beverage syrup. Design metif, in color, 

emphasizes product name while the closure affords space for the in- 

sertion of receiver's name and address. Container developed by 

the Wheeling Corrugating Co. 

10. Larsen Baking Co., Inc., which has, in previous years, success- 

fully merchandised fruit cakes in re-use containers, has this year se- 

lected three chromium utility items in which to present an extended 

line. The cakes are cellophane wrapped and ribbon tied and 

nested on shredded cellulose. Fruit bowl and small chrome baking 

dish by Kromex Corp. Earthenware casserole by Western Stone- 

ware Co. with chrome frame by Royal Metal Manufacturing Co. 

Ribbons by Norma Novelty Co. Wraps and cellophane shredding 

by Cellophane Division, E. |. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. 
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Recently adopted paper sugar bags of various types. The four packages in the top row . 
are Union Bag and Paper Co. Sealtite type, a sift-proof square bag. The Quaker and 
Arbuckle’s packages, in the second row, are made by the St. Regis Paper Co. and sewn i 
to effect a top seal. The White Gold and Godchaux’s bags are by the Union Bag & | 
Paper Co. with what is termed a non-sift seal closure. The C and H, Jack Frost ‘ 
and Domino bags are by the Bemis Bro. Bag Co. and utilize the Bemis Deltaseal. 
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Protection Against Transport Hazards 

In the October issue of MopERN PackaGINc, the Institute 

of Package Research discussed the means available for 

achieving protection against atmospheric and external 

hazards—moisture, dryness, heat, cold, light, insects, 

rodents, etc.—and against the human hazards—counter- 

feiting, tampering and pilferage. 

Another form of protection—and one perhaps most 

widely known because its mechanical nature makes it 

immediately apparent to anyone concerned with pack- 

aging—is that which guards against transport hazards. 

It is in this field that, perhaps, the greatest progress, to 

date, has been made by the package engineer. So much 

so, in fact, that his achievements have come to be pretty 

much taken for granted. 

To a large extent, the drive toward the achievement of 

protective packages of this type arose in the disputes 

which occurred between shippers and shipping agencies, 

particularly the railroads, many years ago. In order to 

guard against excessive claims for damages and in order 

to insure against excessive transport damages, both rail- 

roads and shippers were forced eventually to set up a 

large series of standards for the packager for transport of 

all types and grades of goods. These standards are set 
by the freight classification committees—joint shipper- 

transport agency bodies—and regulate, in the minutest 

detail, the material, the weight and the type of package 

Case History Of A 

Perhaps no better demonstration of the importance of the 

protective features of a package can be had than that 

recently furnished by the sugar industry. 

This industry has previously used two types of pack- 

ages. On the one hand, a certain percentage of granu- 

lated sugar and a much larger percentage of lump sugar 

has been packaged in cartons, providing a neat, rectangu- 

lar appearance and a very ample degree of protection for 

the product. Such cartons provided a substantial degree 

of protection against moisture under most circumstances 

likely to be encountered by the product. They are 

reasonably sift-proof, easily shipped, make a nice ap- 

nearance on dealers’ shelves and protect the sugar from 

external hazards, such as dust, animals, etc. 

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING 
Second section of the survey by 
the Institute of Package Research 

which will be acceptable for shipment for any product. 

Such regulations apply principally to shipping con- 

tainers. The manufacturers of such containers are, in 

fact, required to imprint upon the container a certificate 

of conformance to the protection regulations of the Con- 

solidated Freight Classification committee. 

safely assumed, then, that packages or shipping con- 

It can be 

tainers receiving Classification certificates may be ex- 

pected to stand up substantially under all normal freight 

handling hazards. 

Within the shipping container, however, many possi- 

bilities for transport damage exist and the wise packager 

will watch for these in every step of his planning. He 

will raise such questions as the following and seek 

satisfactory answers before proceeding further in plan- 

ning his package: 

Are the packages sufficiently rigid to resist the weight 

of other packages tiered on top of them? 

Are the packages sufficiently sturdy to resist breakage? 

In the case of liquids, will an accidentally misplaced 

or broken seal or accidentally broken container permit 

the liquid to spread throughout the shipping con- 

tainer and thus to damage all other perfect packages? 

Are the papers used on wraps and labels sufficiently 

capable of resisting friction between packages in 

transit or will they become scuffed and marred by 

such friction during transport? (Continued on page 100 

However, a very substantial portion of the output of 

the industry went into markets which were either un- 

trained for the use of cartoned sugar or unable to afford 

its cost. In these markets, the most common package 

was a cotton bag. Such bags, while of essentially low 

cost, did not afford the sanitation and cleanliness of the 

cartoned product and did not lend themselves as well to 
display. Their lack of shape lent to their being handled 

as ‘‘under the counter’’ items, or to their being stacked 

on floors, or in other positions where they were subjected 

to dust, dirt and animal hazards. Once opened, they 

were susceptible to external hazards in the home. 

Ordinary kraft grocery bags were utilized for retail 

store packed sugar and these, of (Continued on page 98) 
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BOXING THE BASKETBALL 

Packaging problems of the sporting goods industry are 

perhaps as diverse and often as complicated as in any 

other field. One which has presented particular diff- 

culty to manufacturers, for many years, has focused around 

the display and shipment of footballs, basketballs and 

similar articles which, in the past, have usually been 

shipped uninflated. Such products, for display purposes, 

must, of course, be presented as they will appear when 

in use and dealers have, therefore, been in the habit, 

when building displays, of withdrawing the balls from 

their shipping containers, inflating them and _ then 

placing them, without the container, into the display. 

This method has, however, presented a number of 

drawbacks. In the first place, the delicate covering of 

the ball is exposed to dust and other stains and may 

become rapidly shopworn, with consequent loss in value 

to the dealer. Secondly, the removal of the ball from 

its shipping container removes all possibility of identi- 

fying it by brand or maker’s name, since the branding 

on the ball itself is usually too small to be clearly visible 

in a large window display. 

To correct this situation and at the same time to 

achieve a container of unusual and startling display 
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A new theory of presentation results in the develop- 
ment of Wilson's new transparent display package 

qualities, the Wilson Sporting Goods Co. has developed 

a completely new method of presenting its basketballs. 

Designer E. C. Morgan first changed the method of 
shipment. Under the new system, the ball is shipped 

in inflated position and the package has been developed 
as a housing for this inflated ball. To eliminate the 

dust problem, the package was designed with trans- 

parent acetate windows so that ball and package could 

be placed as a unit in the window display. 

A folding carton construction was utilized to form the 

frame of the package and the telescoping top, while 

specially designed die-cut inserts were utilized to provide 
a seat for the bal! which firmly holds it in position. One 

of these inserts rests below the ball at the base of the 
container and a second, in inverted position, rests on top 

of the ball just below the box cover. The ball is thus 

locked into place by the two die-cut holders. 

A poster type of designer has been utilized with a 

black, tan and golden yellow color scheme. While full 
visibility is maintained by virtue of the large windows 

on three sides of the container (each window measuring 

6!/» inches square), the front panel of the display package 

carries a brand identification im- (Continued on page 96) 

Three transparent windows provide ample 

visibility for the inflated ball from any angle. 

Printing on the carton base and telescoping lid 

as Well as on the front window provides identi- 

fication for the product and the maker's name. 



“GET BIps!| O.K....oN ANYTHING 
THUNDERED THE AUDITOR BUT BOXES’ 

COUNTERED THE PURCHASING AGENT 

“The quality, the service, the prices that Burt gives us, others can’t touch! I buy from Burt—as my father did 

—because, with all their advantages, BURT PACKAGES COST NO MORE! 

“T've been out to the Burt plant... seen their floors of machines ... watched the high speed tempo at which 

they produce. Man, that rate of production rolls up real savings for us. 

“Burt efficiency sinks production costs. And with the savings that accrue, we can afford better materials, give 

more leeway to Burt designers, and build greater eye-appeal into our packages. 

“Burt gives us a finer package... increased sales ... AT NO EXTRA COST! That's why—for boxes—we’re 

sticking to BURT!” 

F. N. fas: Company, Ine. 
500-540 SENECA STREET, BUFFALO, N. 
NEW YORK CITY PHILADELPHIA NEW ENGLAND 
630 Fifth Avenue A. B. Hebeler A. B. Bacon SPRINGFIELD 

Room 1461 P.O. Box 6308 BOSTON P.O. Box 214 
W. Market St. Sta. 120 Boylston St. Highland Station 

CHICAGO iba arti CINCINNATI MEMPHIS 
Room 2203 ie) Bon 2445 221 Walnut Street Frank D. Jackson 

919.N. Michigan Ave. 5. Cleveland, Ohio Telephone: MAin 0367 2150 Washington Ave. 

CANADIAN DIVISION 
IN 

MINNEAPOLIS LOS ANGELES Dominion Paper Box Co., Ltd. J. E. Moor Louis Andrews 
3329 Dupont Ave. South 623'/2 South Grand Ave. 469-483 King Street, West 

Toronto 2, Canada 



PLASTICS COMPETITION WINNERS 

* This closure, molded 

of Bakelite Polysty- 

rene, was fully de- 

scribed in an article in 

the September 1938 

issue of MODERN 

PACKAGING, p. 60 
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include four items again demonstrating impor- 

tance of plastics in packaging and display fields 

The third annual Modern Plastics Competition, spon- 

sored by Modern Plastics magazine, brought forth among 

its prize-winners, four items of particular interest to the 

packaging world. 

Perhaps foremost among these, because of its wide 
possibilities for usefulness to other packagers, is the 
transparent acid resistant closure which received second 

award in the Scientific Group.* 

Other packaging items receiving awards included an 

ingenious sectional dental cabinet which received second 
award in the Industrial Group and a transparent plastic 

display for jewelry and a plastic explosives container, 

both of which received an honorable award mention in 
the Industrial Division. 

1. For the Dental Supply Co., the Associated Attleboro Manu- 
facturers, Inc., utilized Bakelite materials in molding this ingenious 

adjustable file unit for artificial teeth. The device consists of a 
top, a base and a series of intermediate drawer units. Additional 

drawer units can be added as required, simply by removing the 

top and inserting the new section. Second award, Industrial Group. 
2. Designed to meet a demand for a safer and more substantial ex- 

plosives carrier, this kidney-shaped container, marketed and molded 

by the Mine Safety Appliance Co., utilized Bakelite plastic 

material. Plastics were selected because they are non-conductive 

of electricity, moisture-proof and capable of providing long 

service. Note how the carrying straps are designed to insure effec- 

tive closure of the container during transportation. Honorable 

mention, Industrial Group. 3. Molded of Bakelite Polystyrene 

and utilizing a glass cloth liner, this Merck & Co., Inc., trans- 

parent plastic closure replaces ground glass stoppers formerly used 

on acid bottles. Molded by Mack Molding Co. Second award, 

Scientific Group. 4. This jewelry display stand is fabricated of 
transparent Plexiglas for Bullock’s, Inc., Los Angeles department store, 

by Dave Swedlow. It provides a gleaming though unobtrusive mount 

for neckwear or jewelry. Honorable mention, Industrial Group. 



i designed Armstrong’s Art- 
mold Caps add a note of individuality 

and quality to your package that wins im- 
mediate favor with feminine users of your 
product. They are partial to the delicate colors 
and smooth, satin-like texture of these smart 
appearing caps... and your own distinctive 
design specially molded in a rich plastic sets 

your package apart from all others on the 
store counter or shelf, 

In addition to their stylish, individual 
appearance, Armstrong’s Artmold Caps pro- 
vide dependable protection for the quality of 
your product—seal it securely against leakage 
and evaporation. 

Specify a specially designed Artmold Cap 
for your line of packages. Armstrong’s Design 
Service will help you create a distinctive 
style that will add a new sales-winning charm 
to your containers. Write today, for complete 
information. Armstrong Cork Prod- 
ucts Co., Glass and Closure Divi- 
sion, 916 Arch Street, Lancaster, Pa. 

CArmisliongs ARTMOLD CAPS 
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Foil won't make a bad design good. But it will make a good design spectacular. 

The alluring metallic lustre, the lovely colorings and embossings, give Aluminum 

Foil-covered boxes a distinct advantage in sales warfare. 

Color development in inks for printing on Aluminum Foil gives designers 

new scope for artistry. Fresh, unique printed effects are now possible. And the 

latest patterns in Alcoa Aluminum Foil are another rich source of ideas for the 

package designer. Ce 

Why not see what foil can do for your packages. It is easily done. Take a package 

you regard highly and dress it in Alcoa Aluminum Foil, perhaps in the Nouveau 

embossing shown here. We will gladly provide sample sheets for making the com- 

parison. Write Aluminum Company of America, 2129 Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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Two of the eight miniature 

model homes, designed by lead- 
ing American architects for 

representative families with 

varying annual incomes, as they 

appear when set up. Executed 

in full color, the houses illus- 

trate exact details of every fea- 

ture of the proposed homes. 

LIFE THROWS A PARTY 

It started out as a home building promotion. It rapidly 

developed into a publication promotion and, almost 

overnight, it became one of the most successful package 
promotions ever instituted. 

We speak of Life’s houses, which first made their 

appearance in the Sept. 26 issue of Life magazine. This 

publication presented, in collaboration with its sister 

magazine, The Architectural Forum, a series of plans and 

diagrams illustrating eight houses especially designed 

by famous American architects for families earning 

$2000 to $10,000 a year. 

The plans for these houses were developed after ex- 

tensive surveys among many of Life's subscribers, in 

which they were asked what they would like incor- 
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for the lagging building industry with a house plan- 
ning promotion that cleverly sells packaged houses 

porated in a model home if they were planning to build 

same, whether they would prefer modern or so-called 

conventional design, how many rooms they would like, 

preferences as to gardens, garage space, etc. The re- 

plies were compiled and the information turned over to 

eight leading architects who, in turn, drew up plans for 

eight types of model homes. 

Life's purpose here—and that of The Architectural 

Forum—was to tie in with the generally awakened 

public interest in better housing and at the same time to 

provide, if possible, an impetus to the building industry. 

The publication of this portfolio of model homes 
touched off literal explosions of reader interest and 
quickly converted what started out as an editorial 



promotion into something amounting to a general 

publication promotion. Arrangements were made with 

builders and with department stores for the building and 
furnishing of these homes in cities throughout the coun- 

try and, while these model houses will further the accom- 
plishment of the aims which led to the original editorial 

presentation, they will, of course, likewise gain tre- 

mendous favorable publicity for the magazine sponsor- 

ing the home building campaign. 

Nonetheless, it was felt that neither the promotion of 

better housing nor the promotion of the magazine would 

be attained to its fullest possibilities by the building of 

demonstration houses. Readers, in their letters, ex- 

pressed a desire for detailed plans of the houses. And, 
though they could not put their desires in so many words, 

it was obvious that they wanted something more than 

detailed plans—some means by which they could visual- 

ize the exact appearance of the home which Life had 

planned for them. 
The solution was found in the preparation of a series 

of miniature cut-out houses, packaged in set-up paper 

boxes and sold through department stores or direct by 

mail. When set up by the purchaser (and the setting 

up in itself is an interesting game), these houses show, 

in full color, the exact detail of every feature of the 

proposed homes. 
Announcement was first made of the availability of 

these houses only two weeks after the first publication 

of the housing portfolio. One week later, Life reported 

an anticipated sale, based upon immediate returns se- 

cured, of from 150,000 to 200,000 of these packaged 

demonstration houses. Since that time, the figure has 

been several times revised upward. 

The demonstration models represent an unusually 

novel use of the package itself. The base of each package 

becomes the base upon which the purchaser builds his 

model house. Printed in color to represent the building 

lot, these box bases are die-cut to serve as templates, 

literally forcing the proper erection of the house walls. 

Thus the package becomes an integral and essential part 

of the product. The Life name is brought in both on the 

white package top and on the side of the box base. It is 

thus given a permanent display position on every demon- 

strator model. 

Credit: Warren Paper Products Co. for production of 

product and package. 

The packaged cut-out houses come in set-up boxes which contain not only the miniature 

cut-outs for the house, but furniture plans and floor plans. The bottom of the box is so con- 

structed and designed as to become the foundation upon which the miniature house is erected. 
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ANNOUNCING 

CERTIFIED 
THE NEW, SCIENTIFIC CONTROL 

CONTAINER CORPORATION 
NEW YORK + ROCHESTER + PHILADELPHIA «+ PITTSBURGH + CINCINNATI + CLEVELAND ~- DETROIT 
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FABRICATION 
OF CORRUGATED SHIPPING CASE MANUFACTURE PERFECTED BY 

CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

Ss THE PROBLEM: Conventional standards and accepted test- 

ing schedules are not a complete evaluation of corrugated 

shipping cases. Identical materials can produce containers 

of widely varying strength—for certain hidden values become 

the determining factors during fabrication. 

es THE METHOD: After years of searching out and classifying these 

hidden values, Container Corporation of America announces the 

perfection of CERTIFIED FABRICATION, a method of certifying 

every corrugated shipping container for uniform quality by a com- 

plete system of laboratory control. New techniques and testing 

methods have been developed. The hidden values have been 

brought under control. 

i THE RESULTS: Today, Container Corporation of America 

secures the highest possible strength factors from every com- 

mercial material, and preserves this strength during fabrica- 

tion. This is CERTIFIED FABRICATION —a new and important 

help for every buyer of corrugated shipping cases. 

Concora representatives can supply the details of this 

new method, and show you how it can help you. Get in 

touch with our nearest office. 

GENERAL OFFICES: 

Oo - A M & x i C A 111 West Washington Street, Chicago, Ill. 

BALTIMORE ° LOUISVILLE ° INDIANAPOLIS ° WABASH ° ANDERSON, IND. ° MINNEAPOLIS 
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FROM A WORD TO A PACKAGE 

The perfumer’s art is somewhat of a medieval mystery, 

deliberately kept so by the members of the profession 

who seem to be endowed with a far greater than average 

sense of the spectacular and the intriguing. It is thus 

seldom, indeed, that one gets an opportunity to find out 

the logical sequence of events—if any such logic or any 

such sequence exists—which lead up to the creation and 

presentation of a new perfume line. 

Thus the Ayer Yu line begins its career in quite un- 

orthodox fashion, since the facts behind its origin are to 

be fully divulged. The line started with an idea. Not 

an idea for a perfume but, rather, an idea for a name—a 

name which, in the words of the perfume’s sponsors, 

The powder box follows the 
general design scheme of 

the Yu bottle with a “U” 

shaped central section and 
the base duplicating the 

shape of the closure handle. 

Black and gleaming gold 

foil is utilized to cover the 

set-up boxes which house the 

specially designed Yu bot- 

tles. Note how the bottles 

emphasize the ““U"’ shape. 

Ayer's new perfume line started 

with only an idea for a name 

“would really italicize a woman's own charm.”’ In 

short, the name “‘You’’ was modified to read ‘‘Yu’’ so 

that it might be copyrighted. 

With this name settled upon, one division of the Ayer 

organization devoted itself to the search for a suitable 
perfume. Designers meanwhile set out to develop a 

package styling which would emphasize and symbolize 

the product's name. 

Thus Eugene Lux developed the Yu bottle in the shape 

of a classic “‘U"’ with a stopper which duplicates the 

shape of the pedestal on which the bottle stands. A 
series of vertical lines on the front and back faces of the 

bottle turn inward at the base to once again form the 
leteer ““U."” 

Set-up boxes for these bottles were designed to serve 

not merely as carry containers, but as displays as well. 

Thus each consists of a gold and black pedestal base, 
supporting the bortle on display, with a deep black and 

gold top telescoping slightly over the upper portion of 

the base. The brilliant gold foil blends neatly with the 

amber tone of the perfume itself. The name Yu and the 

Ayer trade mark appear as the only imprints on the front 

face of the set-up box in delicate black lettering. Black 
and gold are likewise utilized for the small foil labels 

which appear on the front panel of each bottle. 
The bath powder box also takes its cue from the prod- 

uct’s name, appearing in the form of an impressive *‘U"’ 
shape set-up container, set on a small wood block 
pedestal that matches the shape of the box lid. 

Credit: Bottles designed by Eugene Lux and manu- 

factured by Swindell Bros. Boxes designed and manu- 
factured by F. N. Burt Co., Inc. Labels by the Attleboro 

Printing & Embossing Co. 



LOSED GONTAINER. _. OPEN DISPLAY... 

HE utility of Kastman Acetate Sheet in modern merchandis- 

ing is well demonstrated by this striking silver display for 

counter or window use. Here is the “eye-appeal” of an open 

container, and, in addition, protection against dust, contamina- 

tion, and handling. 

The application of Eastman Acetate Sheet in the creation of 

such sales-stimulating displays is virtually unlimited. First, it 

has the clarity of glass, yet does not crack or shatter. Next, it 

takes printing inks without wrinkling, so that no detail of 

artistic treatment need be omitted. And, finally, it may be 

readily combined with other materials, such as cardboard, 

wood, plastics, metals—or it may be used alone. 

e * e 

Whether your problem is one of providing more effective 

packages or one of designing compelling displays, you will find 

it profitable to fully acquaint yourself with the many inher- 

ent advantages of Eastman Acetate Sheet. Working samples 

as well as specific information will be supplied promptly 

upon request to... Eastman Kodak Company, Chemical 

Sales Division, Rochester, N. Y. 

EASTMAN ACETATE SHEET 
APPEALS...DISPLAYS...SELLS 
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Three leather and wood cases in the new Accent 

line. Note the novelty construction features mak- 

ing for compactness and accessibility of the prod- 

uct. Such novelty features may likewise be 

counted upon to intrigue potential customers into 

handling the goods when displayed on counters 

and thus to provide added sales opportunities. 

The packaging viewpoint of manufacturers of manicure 
implements has undergone a cycle of change since the 

first leather roll-up type of manicure set was introduced 
many years ago. This changed viewpoint logically fol- 
lowed a change in the packaging practices of the industry 
since the addition of nail polish, polish remover, creams 
and other manicure accessories to the original steel 

implement sets naturally called for a package which 
would accommodate small bottles and jars. 

Thus a new chapter in the packaging history of mani- 
cure sets was written, spurred on by the introduction of 
new products for the beautification of finger nails— 
products which made possible the creation of packages 
with pretensions to display and to gift atmosphere. 

The Henkel-Clauss Co., manufacturers of manicure im- 
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anicure Sets 

‘ettle Down 
Gompact modern kits for home use 

replace old roll-up type traveling sets 

plements, felt that the vast majority of sets on the market 
were essentially kits which would be utilized on week- 

end trips or on the annual vacation. The company de- 

cided that a market existed for ensembles designed not 
only for travel, but also as a decorative, useful accessory 
on the dressing table—ensembles which would reflect 

those things which appeal to women. 

Designer G. Russell Graff was commissioned to create 
such packages and the result was the development of an 
entirely new line known as Accent manicure ensembles. 

Not only is there a display of original and distinctive 

designs in the kits, but among many, it is quite apparent 

that these designs are purposeful and represent a planning 
that gives careful consideration to the taste and selective- 
ness of the consumer. Box (Continued on page 90) 
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WITH HARMONIZED COLORS 

O earn and maintain a reputation 

for producing lithographed metal 

containers of superior appearance — in 

all sorts of designs and sizes — for all 

lines of trade—is the Heekin Policy. That 

is the reason we grind our own basic 

colors, blend them perfectly and repro- 

duce every metal container beautifully 

without increasing your cost. That is 

the reason our customers stay with us. 

THE HEEKIN CAN CO. Cincinnati, O. 



Two of the items in the new Swirl 

line. Note how the design theme 

is carried over from bottles to labels 

to carry-packs and to display cards. 

CARRY-PACKS WIN MASS DISPLAY 

Some months ago, the Krueger Beverage Co. conducted 

an experiment in the New Jersey territory with a view 

toward determining the sales value of a specially de- 

signed six-bottle bag with fibre carrying handles. 

The company’s root beer was chosen for the test and a 

carry-pack developed which would snugly hold six 

steinie bottles of the product. The bag was deliberately 
made shallow so as to expose the necks of the bottles. 

Colorful imprints reproduced the bottle label (masked 

on the bottle itself by the bag) as a portion of a general 

display pattern which also incorporated a small trade 

mark character as well as other advertising matter. 

Small display cards were likewise provided, designed 

to fit between the two rows of three bottles each and to 

convert a container into a compact counter display. 
Behind the idea of adapting the paper bag to carry- 

pack use was not only the purpose of increasing the unit 

of sale, but also providing a package which would lend 

itself to mass display without the use of stands, racks, 

etc. The carry-packs are sufficiently sturdy to permit 

pyramiding. When so used and when topped with the 

display cards, originally designed for counter use, the 

colorful bags add substantially to the ensemble. 

With the original localized test providing a sharp 

sales increase, the company felt justified in proceeding to 

utilize the bags on a larger scale. Designer Thomas 

D'Addario was commissioned to prepare a new carry- 
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Successful local experiments with six-bottle sacks led 

Krueger to nation-wide use of new sales stimulant 

pack for various other beverages. In this case a newly 

developed bottle and label with a “‘Swirl’’ motif has 
been used. As applied to the bottle, this spiral faceting 
created a series of sparkling and scintillating light re- 

flections strongly suggestive of the sparkle that might be 

anticipated in the product itself. 

To tie in with the package design, a super-calendered 

white kraft was used on the (Continued on page 102) 

The carry-packs are used 

to facilitate mass display 

of the otherwise hard- 

to-stack beverage bottles. 
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PRODUCT REACH THE 
CONSUMER AS GOOD 
AS WE MAKE IT? 

oe 8 

PACKAGE. NOTICE 
HOW THE MOISTURE 
GETS THROUGH-AND 
IT DOESN'T LOOK 
ATTRACTIVE! 

@) 
HERE'S THE NEW CAR- 
TON OF THAT RIDGE- 
LO BOARD~—LITTLE 

GREAT! AND EASY TO 
FILL WITH NO EXTRA 
WRAPS TO BOTHER 

THEN GETA 
CARTON 
THAT'S TIGHT! 
BUT KEEP IT 
INEXPENSIVE. 

PACKAGE PROTECTION? 

~- 

Te 
pis. 
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I LLASK A BOX: 
BOARD MILL 
THAT CLAIMS 
TO “KNOW 
HOW”. WE‘LL 
TRY LOWE 
PAPER CO. 

MOISTURE LOSS, NO ABOUT. 
STAINING OR ODOR, 

: COSTS LESS, TOO. 

—— THIS 1S AN EXAMPLE OF RIDGELO SERVICE WHICH INCLUDES 

TREATMENTS FOR CARTON BOARDS, BOTH COMBINING AND 

COATING—METALLICS FOR ECONOMICAL DRESSED-UP PACK: 

AGES—CLAY COATINGS FOR UNIFORM CARTON BEAUTY. LET 

US HAVE YOUR PROBLEM! 

MADE AT RIDGEFIELD, i Bs sdetbanien PAPER COMPANY 
, Baltimore ¢ Brac mith ar 

a a Wh a») 

BOXBOARDS 

ar Paper Company, Chicago ® H. B. Royce, Detroit 

W. P. Bennett & Son, Toronto rbach Paper Company, Pacific Coast ° ALE ‘Kellogg, S St. Louis ° 
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The contrast between ordinary and 

two-way labels when they are util- 

zed for horizontal display in pyra- 

mids may be seen by a comparison 

between old and new in_ these 

photographs. In actual practice, 

of course, vertical labels were 
seldom placed in horizontal posi- 

tion, the importance of the new label 

being its ability to offer the dealer 

the possibility of selecting either 

horizontal or vertical can display. 

SUPER MARKET LABELING 

Since the first label was wrapped on a metal can genera- 

tions ago, the appearance of package labels has, of course, 

undergone a tremendous change. New printing and 

lithographing processes, methods of color reproductions, 

direct color photography, new label papers and a host of 

other innovations have brightened up the label and 

added to its visibility and its power to explain attrac- 

tively the contents of the container. 

In contrast, however, to these developments, there 

has been practically no change in what might be termed 

‘the construction of the label.’’ The can label has been 

traditionally designed to fit cans placed upon a shelf 

with one flat end of the can serving as the bottom and 

the other as the top. This manner of can storage and 

display required labels designed for such vertical display. 
Some were used with the front and back face, with illus- 

tration on the front and detailed printed matter forming 

the back. Others were designed with what amounted to 

MODERN 
ISPLAY 

SWEET Lie |. “a 
a AB i. 

oa 
SWEET; 4 ET LIFE SWEET (ge SWEET LiFe } 

Mass merchandise displays require— 

and now get—a new type of can label 

two ‘‘front faces,’ using two illustrations and carrying 

detailed type matter on side panels. 

With the advent of the super market type of store, 

dealer habits in displaying canned goods had begun to 

change. The pyramid display and the jumbled mass 

displavy—while evidencing this change—did not require 

any major change in the method of designing the ordinary 

package label. 

A new tendency, however, toward display en masse, 

with cans stacked on their sides, has recently made its 

appearance. This presented a problem in that it par- 

tially or completely destroyed the visibility of the ordi- 

nary vertical label. To meet this problem, a new type 

of label has been developed on which patents have been 

applied for. 

It is, of course, a moot point as to whether the hori- 

zontal form of display is a passing trend or whether it 

represents a basic change in dealer (Continued on page 100) 
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1. This display is designed to serve as a background for the prod- 

uct itself and is thus deliberately made so as not to dominate the 

window. It is adjusted to various window sizes through the use of 

crepe paper hangings. 2. A window designed for installation by 

a special service agency. Drapes and pedestals are not used in 

more than a single store, but the central panel will be re-installed 

several times over before finally being discarded. Since this is 

the most expensive portion of the display, cost per installation 

is sufficiently reduced by its re-use. 3. Utilizing the same ma- 

terial for the display panel as for the pedestals, the Dold Packing Co. 

has developed 4 window panel with three-dimensional appeal. The 

unit may, nonetheless, be easily shipped flat and easily assembled. 

Aiko! SELL THE DEALER 
by Wf, Walks 

How many of the window displays which you send out 

ever actually find their way into your dealers’ window? 

That's a sure test of their effectiveness. For no matter 

what other yardsticks are used, if the display fails to 

pass the dealer's critical test, it will never get into his 

window and never get a chance to try out that consumer 
copy appeal on which you have worked so hard. 

So, before you plan your new window displays, con- 

sider the dealer. 
First, of course, the display must be sufficiently attrac- 

tive to get the dealer's attention and to give him some 
assurance that it will attract the attention of passersby 

when it is installed in his window. In this respect, you 

should also consider the displays of your competitors 

and try to make yours different and distinctive in some 

* Dennison Manufacturing Co 
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Please the retailer with your displays or you 
won't get a chance to please the public 

manner, so that you will not lose out because your com- 

petitors’ window displays are more attractive. 

Your window display should be carefully packaged 
and well labeled. This is an important point. Fre- 
quently there is some lapse of time between the receipt 

of your window display and its use. It should be pack- 
aged in a strong carton, so that it will not be damaged. 
It should be designed to break down into as small a pack- 
age as possible, so that it will not take up too much of 
the dealer's valuable storage space. It should be well 

labeled, so that the dealer will know what the package 
contains when he goes to look for it. 

Your display should, if possible, be planned so that 
when it comes out of the window it will be used inside 
the store. If it is attractive and the proper size, dealers 
will be glad to use it on their (Continued on page 98) 
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BORDEN FOOTLIGHT TRIM 

While recent studies have provided a remarkably accurate 

measure of the audience exposed to ordinary store win- 
dows, researchers have not attempted to estimate the 

percentage of passersby who actually look in at window 
displays. That, they evidently reasoned, depends en- 

tirely upon the display itself. 
We all know that the average person does not turn his 

head full into a dealer's window. He catches it out of 
the corner of his eye. Strips on the window, light re- 
flections on the glass, impair his vision. Too, the back 

of a store window is darker than the front. Therefore, 

the most commonly viewed and readily seen portion of 
the average window is at the juncture of the glass with 
the floor of the window. 

And this is space not commonly used. Few windows 

are dressed within six inches of the glass. Large dis- 
plays are set back, packages are generally placed in 

front, but not flush with the window glass. 

All of which led The Borden Sales Co., Inc., to the 

development of their new footlight trim, made of three 
strips of chrome metal which telescope to fit the width 
of the window frame with black interlocking cardboard 
strips placed upon it. On these strips, which give the 

illusion of one long continuous ribbon, appetite appeal 

pieces in vivid full color stand out starkly. Silver letter- 

ing completes the picture. 
Since the trim is of metal, rests on easels at a slant- 

back angle, takes only four inches of floor space depth 
and height, a survey showed that ice cream dealers were 
willing to let it remain as a semi-permanent fixture. 

A semi-permanent display device designed to 
capitalize on little used window margin space 

Windows can be changed without disturbing the piece 

and the use of chrome metal, which is non-rusting, sets 

it apart from the usual run of window devices. 
Eighteen Borden ice cream companies are now making 

a test of this window advertising development. To their 

knowledge, no manufacturer has ever before made such 
intensive use of this vital space in store windows. 
Though small in size, it seems to steal the entire window, 

regardless of the elaborate and often far more ex- 
pensive displays behind it. 

Borden subsidiaries in New York are using the trim in 

luncheonettes and restaurants. For this reason the pack- 

age platform in the center is replaced by a menu holder 
and different items featured on the black medallions than 
on the drug trim. 

Borden feels that this piece will outlast several window 

displays and will adapt itself to seasonal changes of in- 
serts. For the kid trade, of course, it is a natural, since 

it is practically at nose level. Yet because of its well 
calculated slantwise position, it captures the eyes and 
attention of adults as well. 

The units have been designed to provide a maximum 
of flexibility for the small store with a single small 

window where only a single section will be utilized. 
The larger store can use a number of sections, permitting 

the design to repeat periodically. Angular windows 
are easily taken care of since the sections may be added 
in any desired angle. 

Credit: Snyder & Black, Inc., for lithography and pro- 
duction of trim. ; 

The trim may be seen as installed in a luncheon- 

ette without other window decorations. Note 

that provision is made for the insertion of the deal- 

ers daily menu at the central point of the dis- 
play. The trim material is designed to provide 

extreme flexibility and to permit its being fitted 

to any length of window. The copy and illus- 

tration scheme permits the cutting of units into 

segments to any length requirements meet 
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Vitamins For B 

is the campaign formula which 

has placed Vitamins Plus on de- 
partment store cosmetic counters 

Whenever you find a group of women in a huddle any- 

where, you can be reasonably sure the subject is the new 

Paris fashions, the new upswept coiffure and the new 

vitamin craze which has recently stirred the feminine 

world. Of course, we knew all along that a certain 

vitamin content was essential in our daily meals if we 

wanted to keep healthy and stay away from the medicos. 

We all, however, preferred to get those vitamins in a 

juicy steak instead of in a capsule or in a dose of medicine 

and it was a rare occasion when someone would buy a 

box or bottle of concentrated vitamins of their own free 

will. The sale of such products was usually the result of 

“doctor's orders." 

But about a year ago, a new firm came along and 

changed the picture with a new product known as Vita- 

mins Plus. Sold as a beauty aid and not as a medicine, 

the company sought and—by the criterion of sales— 

succeeded in directly establishing the link between vita- 

min pills and beauty in the minds of thousands of 

beauty conscious women. 

The new product's package was naturally designed to 

emphasize the established policy of promoting Vitamins 

Plus as a food supplement that would bring health and 

beauty. The package is one which is ‘‘at home”’ on the 

cosmetic counter and would, in all probability, be a 

queer companion to the usual type of medicine boxes 

found on the druggist’s shelves. The set-up box is cov- 
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A cosmetic type container re- 

places the usual styled box to 

“dress up’ Vitamins Plus for 

its specialized beauty market. 
The display supplies pedestal and 

background for the container. 

, 

ered with a delicate pink laminated wrap, the lid 
trimmed in gold, the base in brown. Container design 
is kept effectively simple, the product name in brown 

lettering being the only decoration. Full details as to 

what the vitamin capsules contain and directions for use 

are presented on the interior of the box lid. 

Since the capsuled vitamins are of two different types, 

the interior of the box is constructed in two separate 

sections. Die-cut platforms hold each of the capsules in 

place, 24 to each compartment. 

The story behind this neat packaging job 1s an inter- 

esting one, the idea having been literally stumbled 

upon—no long weeks and months of research behind the 

design of this container. The executives of Vitamins 

Plus, Inc., knew that they desired a package which 

would be linked in women’s minds with beauty aids— 

something that would resemble the types of containers 

used in the cosmetic field. The answer to their desire 

came readily in the form of an ordinary playing card box 

picked up on their first visit to the package supplier. 

In fact, the first Vitamins Plus containers were, essen- 

tially, playing card containers dressed up. In place of 

two decks of cards, the 48 capsules were set in die-cut 

platforms. The only fault that was found with this ini- 

tial order of set-up boxes, which were available as stock 
items, was the fact that corrugated inserts had to be 

placed beneath the die-cut platform in order to raise the 

capsules to the surface of the container where they could 

be readily seen. Naturally, this somewhat increased the 

cost of the package. 
Thus on the second order of boxes, basic design was 

retained and the width and (Continued on page 102) 



To All the Merchandising ) Wob'ceb eR aoken-¥- 

of Carding Small Items, Bostitch adds— 

SPEED: 
Saving costs and increasing pro- 
duction; 

ACCURACY: 
Holding fast, yet without breaking 
fragile glass containers; 

I CARTERS 
ium) «=6NEATNESS: 

Does not detract from appearance 
of your well-designed card and 

“CARTER'S q product; 

(ms) [ AND A PROGRAM 
— re THAT GROWS WITH YOU: 

ss ae With 782 machines, Bostitch 

C ARTE R'S ‘ F 1 offers you exactly the right equip- 

LITTLE LIVER PILLS ment for your present production 

needs; 

ry Ses 

ER'S 
LITTLE LIVER PILLS 

2 will trade this in for larger, faster 
equipment as your. production 

grows; 

3 permits you to install this equip- 
ment at once on rental or budget 

payments, so that you may enjoy 
the benefits with a minimum of ex- 
pense and no risk. 

(ITHOUT CALOMEL 
Write now for full information 

BOSTITCH 
56 Division Street East Greenwich, Rhode Island 

(In Canada, Bostitch-Canada, Ltd., Montreal) 
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1. Ruppert beer is presented in conjunction with related food 

products, thus doubling the appetite appeal of this interesting win- 

dow display. An actual basket is incorporated in the display for 

the presentation of delicacies that go well with beer. Executed in 

full color, the unit was created and produced by Kindred, MacLean 

$ Go.; Inc. 

2. A sturdy cardboard panel, held in upright position by a die- 

cut prop in the rear, is being utilized by Conrad Razor Blade Co., 

Inc. for the presentation of its heavy duty Handy Knife single edge 

razor blade holders. The packages are set in individual sections 

in the base of the display unit, thus enabling consumers to inspect the 

new product and to wait upon themselves. Display by the Shuttle- 

worth Carton Co., Inc. 

3. Pecheur Lozenge Co., Inc. markets Peco Pure Peppermint wafers 

in unique packages which are, in turn, presented on the store counter 

in a simple display unit which likewise serves as shipping container. 

Three rolls of mints are individually wrapped in transparent cellu- 

lose and enclosed in a transparent bag, stiffened with a piece of 

paperboard. The bag may thus be opened, one roll removed, leav- 

ing the remainder of the mints protected against air and moisture. 

The display container, which echoes the package design, was de- 

veloped by Robert Gair Co., Inc. 

4. To promote the “‘companion sale’ idea, Johnson & Johnson 

Ltd., have adopted novel packages which contain related surgical 

dressing products, thus tending to increase the average consumer 

purchase of such merchandise. The ‘‘First Aid Needs”’ satchel-type 

package is ingeniously displayed on a wire rack counter unit which 

permits each container to hang by its handle from projecting ‘‘arms.”’ 

The display unit is being used in Canada only and was produced by 

the Modern Advertising Co. of Montreal. 

5. The Jackes-Evans Mfg. Co. presents a miniature scale model of 

its Jemco stove in a counter display which is converted from the 

ST. SWAL ATS, 



PON D'S CREAMS 

DISPLAY 

GALLERY 

shipping box. The ingeniously constructed corrugated shipping 

2 PONDS 
: ma PONDS 

——/ 

PONDS 
PONDS 

container converts into the interesting display by removing the entire 
oe 

front panel, opening the side walls, to form display wings, and fold- 

ing the top flap up. Combination shipping-display box by The 6 

Hinde & Dauch Paper Co. 

6. This Pond’s counter display consists of a center counter stand 

carrying actual merchandise, held firmly in position in die-cut 

I platforms. The back panel is supplied with removable copy discs, 

furnished in various languages for the respective countries where a 

they are to be used. These discs are so constructed as to slip over JUST ADD HOT WATER 
ag 

the display panel and are held in position by friction. Designed 

and produced by the Oberly & Newell Lithograph Corp. 

7. Again sales of Nestle’s Ever Ready cocoa are being boosted by 

an inviting jumble display of two sizes of cans in a display basket 

which utilizes a large tempting color illustration of a cup of cocoa on 

the display panel. Created and made by The Forbes Lithograph Co. 

8. The Holo-Krome Screw Corp. skillfully met dealer and consumer 

requirements for a compact display for the presentation of screw and 

wrench assortments. The back panel of the unit checks the various 

uses to which the product may be put. The display is brilliantly 

colored and presents the individual screw and wrench cartons in a 

manner that invites consumer inspection and selection of desired 

sizes. Display and packages produced by the Dowd Carton Co. 

9. Simplicity is the keynote for the new Soilax shipping-display 

box. As a shipping container, the box is compact and colorful, the 

top flap incorporating printed instructions for converting the box into 

a counter display. The top flap folds up and back, its inner face 

becoming a display panel. Die-cut side wings spring to place hold- 

ing the upright display panel firm, while the front face of the box is 

cut down and folded under so as to display the contents. Shipping- 

display unit manufactured by The Hinde & Dauch Paper Co. 

HELP YOURSELF TO |} 
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\\ And. they’re-doing something 

78 different types of 

packaging machinery 

have been developed by the Package 
Machinery Company, covering vir- 

tually every wrapping requirement. 

Shown above is our recently intro- 

duced Model FA-Q, a quickly adjust- 

able, high speed wrapping machine 
now being used by manufacturers in 
many industries. 

ABOUT IT! 
The nightmare of many manufacturers today is indicated above. Ob- 

viously, the solution is to cut costs wherever and whenever possible. True, 

some costs can’t be lowered. But others can/ 

Many manufacturers are lowering costs radically by modernizing their 

packaging departments. 

We wonder if you realize how far modern packaging machinery has 

out-classed former machines and methods. Giant strides have been taken 

in recent years . . . new developments have made former machines actually 
obsolete by comparison. Hence, the opportunity for savings. 

For example, the new high speed machines offer remarkable savings in 

time—cut production costs to a minimum. They are extremely flexible— 

quickly adjustable for many sizes and types of products. This means that 

a manufacturer formerly unable to afford extensive, multiple equipment, 

can now use a single machine to handle his entire line. Moreover, ina large 

plant, high speed adjustable machines save considerable floor space, as 

fewer machines are required to do the same amount of work. Important 

savings are also made in wrapping material costs. These many economies, 

taken altogether, amount to a good deal more than you might think. 
With all their advantages and economies, our wrapping machines 

actually cost less today than they ever have before. 

Write for booklet "How Packaging Costs are being Lowered.” 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY ......... Springfield, Massachusetts 
NEW YORK 

Mexico, D. F., Apartado 2303 

Peterborough, England: Baker Perkins, Ltd. 

CHICAGO CLEVELAND LOS ANGELES 

Buenos Aires, Argentina: David H. Orton, Maipu 231 

Melbourne Australia: Baker Perkins, Pty., Ltd. 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY 
Over a Quarter Billion Packages per day are wrapped on our Machines 
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PACKAGING 
PRODUCTION 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
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1. Intake end of the No. 1 bottle fill- 

ing line. Emptied cartons are placed 

on the overhead belt conveyor and 

carried to the end of the line to be 

re-filled with completed packages. The 

machines shown, from left to right, are, 

respectively, the bottle cleaner, the 

filler and the capper, each operating 

at a speed of 120 containers per minute. 

OLD PLANT 
Norwich approaches the end of a three-year rebuilding 
program which has modernized all packaging operations 

RE-BIRTH OF AN 

In the last three years, The Norwich Pharmacal Co. has New machinery was installed only after careful checking 

spent close to one-half million dollars in one of the most against the probable demands to be made upon it by the 
extensive plant modernization programs ever under- new packages. 
taken. Not that the Norwich plant was antiquated or The plant changes, which have been carried out during 

out of date three years ago. In many respects, the plant these last three years, were guided by a series of de- 
in 1935 represented the highest degree of technical pack- mands first formulated in 1935. These have been listed 
aging progress. But the company had grown by degrees in the following phrasing: 

through a series of additions and inner plant changes and ‘Every change in the production and packaging proc- 
it was felt necessary to completely review packaging esses must have as its prime objective the attainment of 

practices and plant layout so as to bring all departments every possible improvement in the quality and the ap- 

and all operations to the highest possible level of effi- pearance of the company's products. 

ciency and performance. “Every change in equipment or methods must 

This plant rebuilding program coincided with a pro- strengthen the company’s rigid control of quality. 

gram of package design revision (treated in detail on ‘‘Every department, process and machine must be de- 

pages 28, 29 and 30 of this issue) and the two plans were signed to meet probable maximum demands as to output 

naturally closely coordinated. New packages were de- and future package and product changes. 
signed with a view toward the most efficient production. ‘*The entire plant, when re-equipped, must provide the 
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4. Semi-automatic end of the 

bottle filling room. Note the 
neatness which is achieved through 

the use of overhead conveyors 

and stainless steel equipment 

MODERN PACKAGING 

2. As bottles leave the capper, they are automatically separated 

into two lines for feeding to these labeling machines, each oper- 

ating at 60 per minute on the difficult three-wall labeling job. 

3. The labeled bottles are viscose capped, examined and replaced 

into shipping containers on this belt conveyor table. Note the 

wide use of stainless steel. Filled shipping containers drop 

through the floor to storage, sealing and marking equipment. The 

No. 2 and No. 3 automatic lines can be seen in the background. 

highest degree of flexibility as to output speed and va- 

riety of packages and products which will be produced.”’ 
The complexity of the problem presented by this pro- 

gram may best be realized when it is remembered that 

the company makes some 500-odd products under its 

own brands in addition to some private labeled special- 

ties. Thus machine lines had to be designed to handle 
a wide variety of container sizes and package parts. 

Furthermore the company’s program, in respect to 
certain of its more widely known products, exhibited a 

tendency away from family resemblance. While this did 
not, in all cases, affect the packaging lines—since two 

cartons or two tubes can be identical in respect to pack- 

aging machinery although differing utterly in color 

scheme and lettering—there were some instances in 

which the new packages presented additional demands 
upon the engineers. In some few cases, a bottle other 

than the standard triangular bottle used for most Nor- 
wich products was adopted. Such bottles naturally re- 

quired different change parts on bottle filling, capping, 

washing and labeling machines and thus added a certain 
additional degree of complexity to the general program. 

While the installation of modern machinery in many 

instances served to solve problems presented at any given 

point, the principal change to be noted throughout the 

plant is one involved in the flow of material. A com- 

plete conveyor system has been installed in all packaging 

and shipping departments which not only greatly facili- 

tates the handling of goods, but makes for an unusually 

high degree of cleanliness at package filling points by 

almost entirely eliminating all hand trucking.* 

Thus in the large, airy floor where bottle filling opera- 

tions are carried on on six separate lines, a group of con- 

veyor devices is utilized to bring in empty bottles in 

shipping containers to the beginning of each line. As 

bottles are removed from the containers, these are passed 

on to belt roller conveyors to proceed down to filling 
lines, to their discharge point where operators place the 

now filled containers into the various shipping boxes in 

which they arrived as empties. The re-filled containers 

* The Norwich conveyor system has been treated in greater detail in articles 
which appeared in the February 1938 and June 1938 issues of MODERN 
PACKAGING. 
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then drop, by gravity, to a lower floor where a single 

sealing and marking mechanism receives them from live 

roller storage lines and prepares them for final shipment 

or for transfer to storage warehouse. 
The bottling department consists of six complete lines 

arranged to feed from both ends toward the center. 
Three of these lines are fully automatic and are utilized 

for the largest selling items among the company’s vast 

group of products. Three semi-automatic lines, located 

in the opposite end of the vast room and likewise feeding 

toward the center of the room, are utilized for packaging 
short runs where the necessary setting-up time required 

to place an automatic line in motion would not be justi- 

fied by the size of the run. 

Perhaps most interesting of the automatic lines is the 
so-called No. 1 line which operates at 120 containers per 
minute and is used on such widely sold products as the 
company’s Milk of Magnesia. 

At the beginning of the line, an operator removes 

bottles from shipping cases which have arrived from 
storage by belt and roller conveyor. Bottles are placed 

upon a gathering table which feeds them in single file, to 
a conveyor leading toward a Kiefer rotary bottle cleaner. 
Empty corrugated containers are placed on a belt con- 
veyor located directly in front of the operator and above 
the distributing table. This conveyor carries them to the 

other end of the line where bottles will be once again 
placed into the shipping containers. 

Triangular bottles move onward from the bottle 
cleaner to a 16-stem vacuum filling machine and thence 

to a high-speed capping machine. This unit, like 

others in the line, has a wide range of adjustment, being 
capable of handling bottles from 3 in. to 12 in. in height. 
Filled and capped containers pass from the capping ma- 
chine toward the labeling units. Here the company’s 

engineers have built an ingenious device which auto- 

matically transfers alternate bottles to the right hand 

unit, while sending the rest of the containers to the left 
hand unit. These labeling machines perform the difficult 
job of correctly registering and applying a single label to 

all three sides of the unusually shaped bottle. They 

operate at a speed of 60 per minute and discharge the 

labeled bottles onto a double lane conveyor belt. 

This belt extends down the center of the stainless steel 

examining and finishing table. Operators here place on, 

by hand, the gleaming white viscose caps which finish 

off the container. Cartoning on those of the company’s 

products which are shipped in individual cartons is like- 

wise performed at this point. A dual turntable device is 

used to reverse the motion of the bottles as they reach 

the end of this table and they proceed on the opposite 

side of the table toward the point where they meet the 
shipping cases in which they originally arrived at the 
packaging line. Operators here drop them into position 

and the filled cases then proceed, by chute, to the ground 

floor storage, sealing and marking lines. 

The No. 2 and No. 3 lines in the bottling room are 
likewise automatic but operate at somewhat slower 

speeds and use but a single labeler instead of the tandem 
arrangement required by the No. 1 line. 

5. Three tube fillers, operating at 

a speed of 40 per minute, which are 

used in filling smaller sizes of 

tubes. These likewise feed, for com- 

bined production, at 120 per minute. 

6. These tube filling machines op- 

erate at a speed of 60 tubes per minute 

and thus feed 120 completed tubes to 

the cartoning machine seen at the left 
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In the filling room, separate lines are utilized for the 

larger and smaller sized tubes. The line for the larger 

range of tubes utilizes two tube filling machines operat- 

ing at a speed of 60 per minute and feeds their combined 

output into a cartoning machine at a rate of 120 per 

minute. The small tube line utilizes three machines 

with an average output of 4o tubes per minute and thus 

likewise has a total output of 120 tubes per minute. 

Cartons of the larger tubes are bundled for shipment 

in kraft paper with end labels utilized as seals. The 
smaller tubes are likewise bundled but, in this instance, 

cellophane is used and heat sealed. 

Tablets and pills are filled into containers in a separate 

room. An interesting innovation in this department is 

the unusual cottoning machine which automatically 

measures and inserts a wad of cotton used in the necks of 
pill bottles to prevent the pills from pulverizing each 

other during shipment. After filling and cottoning, the 

bottles proceed to the capping and labeling machines, 

the entire line operating at an average speed of 52 filled 
containers per minute. 

Powder filling is carried on in a sealed-off department 

in which are found a duplex automatic filling machine, 

operating at a speed of 60 packages per minute, and a 
single Universal filling machine utilized for shorter runs 

and operating at from 15 to 25 packages per minute. 

Both machines are equipped with cap pressing devices. 

Filling heads for the various products filled on these 

machines are interchangeable and thus any product may 

be run on either machine or on both. Both of these ma- 
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7. A duplex automatic pow- 

der filling machine with cam 

adjusted augers. Caps are fed 

on by hand from the hopper 

seen at the left and then 

automatically pressed into 

place by the device imme- 

diately beyond this hopper. 

chines are connected from their out-going conveyors 

into one common conveyor which proceeds through a 

port in the glass wall to an adjacent room where the 
containers are inserted into shipping boxes. 

Credit: No. 1 liquid filling line: Karl Kiefer Machine 
Co. for rotary bottle cleaner and vacuum filling machines. 

Aluminum Co. of America for type R-B capping machine. 

New Jersey Machine Co. for labeling machines. 

No. 2 line: U. S. Bottlers Machinery Co. for filling 

machine. Aluminum Seal Co. for capping machine. 

Economic Machinery Co. for World labeler. 
No. 3 line: U. S. Bottlers Machinery Co. for filling 

machine. Aluminum Seal Co. for capping machine. 

The Liquid Carbonic Corp. for O & J labeling Machine. 

Semi-automatic filling line: Karl Kiefer Machine Co. 

for semi-automatic fillers. New Jersey Machine Co. and 

Economic Machinery Co. for labelers. 

Tube filling line: Archur Colton Co. for tube fillers 

(large size), F. J. Stokes Machine Co. for tube fillers 

(small size). R.A. Jones & Co., Inc., for tube cartoning 

machine. Package Machinery Co. for bundling machine 
large size), Miller Wrapping & Sealing Machine Co. 

for bundling machine (small size). 

Powder filling line, automatic and semi-automatic: 

Stokes & Smith Co. for powder fillers. Tablet filling 

machinery by The Ivers-Lee Co. Cottoning machinery 

by B. E. Lakso. Capping machinery by Consolidated 

Packaging Machinery Corp. Labeling machinery by 

Economic Machinery Co. Conveyor equipment by the 

Mathews Conveyer Co. 
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ENERAL MILLS, makers of Wheaties, purchased their first Pneumatic 

machine in 1920. For their several cereal and flour mills they have 

bought 111 Pneumatic-built machines and additional equipment is now 

being built at our factory. @ KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE CORP. started with 

Pneumatic in 1927, and their purchases now total 26 machines. The most recent 

order is an installation of a complete new battery of hi-speed capping and labeling 

equipment for their new plant in Chicago. Like other leaders, in many fields, these 

two outstanding companies have found complete satisfaction in the consistent 

“lower cost per container” operation of Pneumatic equipment. 

LEADERS ARE PNEUMATIC USERS THE PACKAGING 

Since 1927 
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sPNEUMATIC 
PACKAGING € BOTTLING EQUIPMENT 

PNEUMATIC SCALE CORPORATION, LTD. 

71 Newport Ave., Quiney, Mass. (Norfolk Downs Station) 

Branch Offices in New York: Chicago: San Francisco: Los Angeles: Leeds, England: 

Paris: Melbourne; Sydney, N.S.W.; Wellington; and Buenos Aires 

LOWER COST PER CONTAINER 
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1. General view of Corning Glass Works 

shipping building. Glass blocks are used 

extensively for the exterior wall areas. 

The truck loading platform and railroad 

siding are on adjacent sides of the building. 

2. One of the many hinged chutes used 

for transferring goods from ceiling-hung 

conveyors to floor loops and thence to 

storage piles. Note the inclined ascend- 

ing belt conveyor in the background. 

THREE-IN-FONE CONVEYOR SYSTEM 

Within a 400 ft. steel and concrete warehouse, behind 

walls of gleaming glass block, the Corning Glass Works 

has recently completed a two-year test of an interesting 

conveyor system, designed to facilitate the packaging 
of oven and chemical glassware, its storage at various 

points in the warehouse, its collection for shipment, 

and its movement into freight cars or trucks. 

The installation handles many different items of 

chemical glassware and ovenware, each usually packed 

in individual shipping packages and these, in turn, 
packed into boxes and cartons ranging up to 36 in. by 

24 in. by 24 in. for ovenware and 60 in. by 16 in. by 16 in. 

for chemical ware. The installation includes belt and 

live roller conveyors, operating at speeds of from 35 ft. 
per minute to 105 ft. per minute. 
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solves packing, storage and shipping problems 
in handling many different Corning Glass items 

The conveyor system begins outside the warehouse 

proper, at a point where it ties in with the production 

lines from the glass making and finishing buildings, 
and provides a continuous flow of the various products 
from the annealing lehrs, through inspection and pack- 
ing departments and then either to storage or to trucks 

or freight cars. At the packing tables, belt conveyors 

are situated below the table level so that as each packer 
completes a package, she may place it upon the con- 

veyor for immediate removal. It passes thence, over a 

series of transfer conveyors, up a long incline to enter the 

second floor warehouse proper. Here it is gathered and 
immediately packed into shipping containers which are 
then run through a sealing machine. 

From this point onward, a series of alternatives are 
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

A diagrammatic layout of Corning Glass Works’ main plant storage warehouse, showing packing, storage and 

shipping conveyor system. Numerals indicate the points illustrated photographically on the following pages. 
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available. Ovenware may be sent up an incline con- 

veyor to a third floor distributive loop (distributing to 

the storage location for that particular item) or it may 

be sent downward, either directly to trucks or cars to 

the first floor distributive loop or to a series of storage 

lines designed as temporary holding lines for materials 
soon to be trans-shipped into freight cars or trucks. 

Chemical ware may likewise be sent to third floor 

storage, to second floor storage, to the first floor holding 

lines or directly to cars or trucks. 

Since most of the car shipments are made up of *‘broken 
cars’’ consisting of a variety of ware, these temporary 

holding lines—four in number—prove of particular 
interest. They run the entire length of the block long 

building, suspended from the ceiling above the first 
floor. Materials switched to conveyors on the second 

floor or below the first floor ceiling, and coming either 

directly from the packing tables or from first, second or 

Deflectors at the entrance to the series of four holding 

conveyors. These deflectors, operated manually on the 

second floor and by remote control on the first floor permit 

the making up of four shipments from either first, or second 

floor (or both at the same time) while freight cars or trucks 

are being loaded at the far end. 4. After deflecting 

cases descend from the second floor through these chutes 

to the ceiling-hung storage lines. The chutes are hinged 

and are raised when it is desired to load from first floor 

storage to the holding lines. 5. A portion of the first floor 

distributing loop. Note the overhead holding conveyors. 

The belt actuates the rollers which, in turn, move the cartons 

as far as possible toward the far end of the building. 
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7. Diverting section switching cartons 

into a freight car. The raised section 

of conveyor will be lowered after 

the car has been filled and cartons 

will be able to pass farther down 

the line toward the next waiting car. 

third floor storage, may be deflected onto any one of the 
four holding lines as desired. 

Immediately beyond this deflecting point, the lines 
from the second floor descend to their below-ceiling 
position on the first floor. Each of the lines utilizes a 

belt working by friction against a series of rollers and 

thus provides for the movement of containers to the far 

end of the line. As containers gather, wall to wall, at 

the end of the line, they are stopped by the containers 

immediately ahead without affecting the movement of 

the oncoming containers further back on the rollers. 

An ingenious double loop is utilized in discharging the 

storage or holding lines. By this loop arrangement, it 

is possible to discharge cases and cartons at will either 

to the trucking bays or to the freight car loading plat- 
forms. A single operator controls traffic at this point 

and routes freight to any one of the numerous discharge 
points where a crew speedily loads it into the waiting 
transport conveyance. 

By the use of these ceiling-hung storage lines, it has 

become possible to gain valuable, temporary storage 

capacity without sacrificing floor space. It has been 
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6. The discharge loop which receives cartons, 

at the will of the operator, from any of 

the four holding lines and delivers them to 

truck platform or to freight car loading dock. 

found practical to make up entire carload shipments, by 
switching goods onto any of the four holding lines, 
before starting a flow of cartons to the loading crew. 

Thus when a car is in position and the crew ready to 
load, they can be given an entire carload in a continuous 
flow. Cars can thus be expeditiously moved into and 
out of the plant with a minimum of waiting time at the 
loading dock. Idle time of loading crews is likewise 

minimized by this systen. 

The system avoids the bottle-neck of many conveyor 

systems, i.e., the point at which conveyors must dis- 

charge and hand loading must begin. On leaving the 

discharge loop, cartons run along the side of the loading 
dock on a live roller conveyor to a point at which the 

proper car awaits them. Here diverting sections of 
conveyor can be switched in at any of the seven ports, 

replacing drawbridge sections which would otherwise 
carry the cartons farther down the line to another car. 

These sections are very speedily shifted in and out as 
needed or desired. 

Credit: Conveyors designed, manufactured and in- 
stalled by the Mathews Conveyer Co. 
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PACKOMATIC CARTON SEALING MACHINE 

WITH AUTOMATIC NET WEIGHER 
A compact combined bottom and top carton sealer equipped with eight 

unit net weigher for semi-free flowing products. Minimum floor space 

required. 

The weigher is furnished with or without power feeder and four units dump 

while four fill. Tripping device is operated by bottom sealed cartons when 

ready to receive the load. 

Convertible for wide range of carton sizes. Commercially accurate 

weights are guaranteed. Operating speed up to 60 or more per minute. 

Only one operator required. 

AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MACHINES CASE SEALING MACHINES 
We build many different types of automatic and semi-auto- PACKOMATIC Case Sealing machines are being used by 
matic packaging machines, scales and volume fillers and hundreds of nationally known manufacturers. Completely 
packers, with operating speeds of 15 to 60 or more per automatic top and bottom sealers, top sealers, bottom sealers, 
minute. Our experience should be of value to you. or semi-automatic sealers are available. 

Your particular packaging problems will receive 
REPRESENTATIVES careful,confidential considerationwithout obligating REPRESENTATIVES 

you in any way. Call fora PACKOMATIC engineer. 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES 
CLEVELAND SEATTLE 
BOSTON IN K © IN DENVER 
ST. LOUIS NEW ORLEANS 

PACKAGING MACHINERY 
J. L. FERGUSON COMPANY, JOLIET, ILLINOIS 
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Sf guipment and Materials 
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN PACKAGING MACHINERY - METHODS AND SUPPLIES 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC AIR CLEANER 

A new portable device for air cleaning glass containers 

has been developed by the Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd. 

The unit, housed in a streamlined cabinet, may be set 

up alongside of filling machines, the operator taking un- 

cleaned bottles from a table, conveyor or directly from 

the shipping container and cleaning them two at a time. 

Two simple cleaning heads with centering guides and 

receding cleaning nozzles are placed at a proper angle 

and level for the convenience of the operator. It is 

A smooth and easily cleaned streamlined housing is 
used on the portable two-head air cleaning device. 

claimed that an average speed of 35 to 4o bottles per min- 

ute can be maintained by an unskilled operator. 

The machine is recommended, by its maker, solely for 

installation where new glassware is being utilized. 

Used or returned glassware should, of course, be thor- 

oughly brushed, sterilized and rinsed and equipment of 

this sort is not intended for utilization in such cases. 

Where, however, new glassware has been packed into 

shipping cartons immediately after being annealed, and 

the cleaning problem is therefore one of removing bits 

of cartonboard, lint, dust or chipped glass which may 

collect during shipment, the air cleaning method has, 

it is claimed, been found eminently satisfactory. 

Among the advantages claimed for air cleaning are the 
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elimination of the cost of rinsing or washing water and 

the fact that bottles are kept dry and thus permit more 

efficient handling on labeling machinery. 

For plants having compressed air lines available, the 

cleaner can be hooked directly onto the line. Compres- 
sor units in various sizes for supplying air to one, two, 

three or more cleaning machines are available where com- 

pressed air lines have not been previously installed. 

OVAL SPOUT CAP AND NOZZLE 

The Williams Sealing Corp. has announced the introduc- 
tion of a new product—the Pour-N-Seal cap and nozzle 

for use on oval pouring spouts. This new cap is said to 

overcome the problem of obtaining a satisfactory seal at 

the point end of the spout adjacent to the pouring lip in 

order to prevent leakage. 

The Pour-N-Seal is claimed to overcome this difficulty 

by a simple vet ingenious construction of the cap and 

nozzle. The cap is hooked down on the spout directly 

at the point. The cap then pivots about the point and is 

drawn down and rearward by a lever lock which is 

pivoted at the opposite end of the cap skirt. 

Views of the pouring spout and the top and bot- 
tom of the cap may be seen below the container 
which is provided with the cap in position. 



The Well-Rnown 
“Stitch in Time’ 

It’s easter—and less expensive—to prevent gluing 

trouble than to stop it. 

Before you adopt a new label or container, or 

make any changes in your gluing operations, 
consult our Service Department. We'll give you 
sound advice which may save you numerous pro- 
duction headaches later on. 

NATIONAL ADHESIVES CORPORATION 
NEW YORK—CHICAGO—PHILADELPHIA—BOSTON—SAN FRANCISCO —and All Principal Cities 
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NEXT DOSE CLOSURE 
A molded plastic closure, especially designed for the 
pharmaceutical trades, has been developed by the Mack 
Molding Co. The closure portion of the device is essen- 
tially similar to most threaded molded closures. It is, 

however, topped by a plastic ring which may be rotated 
by the user so that the time for the next dose as indicated 

by numerals on the ring may be brought into juxtaposi- 

tion with an arrow molded into the head of the closure. 

Closures are available in black with white lettering or in 

combinations of black and colored plastics. 

The next dose closure molded by the Mack Mold- 
ing Co. The closure at the left is molded of 
Bakelite, that at the right of Bakelite and Beetle. 

““THIN-WRAP’’ MACHINE 
The Miller Wrapping and Sealing Machine Co. has de- 

veloped a new machine for cellophane wrapping thin 

or flat packages, such as bias tape, small folded garments, 
small carded items, etc. The unit, known as the Thin- 

Wrap, is claimed to produce from 8000 to 16,000 pack- 

ages per eight-hour day and is easily adjustable for pack- 

ages of various lengths, widths and thicknesses. 

The operator works seated at the machine and each 

time the operator touches a foot trip lever, a sheet of 

cellophane is delivered out on a flat working surface, 

prepared with a line of glue at one edge. The operator 

then bands the cellophane around the package so that 

The Thin-Wrap machine cellophane wraps flat pack- 
ages of various lengths, widths and _ thicknesses. 
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the glue line seals the long seam. At this point, the 
package is placed on a conveyor which carries it through 
dual crimping wheels, simultaneously closing both ends 
in a neat, decorative crimp. As the package leaves the 

crimp wheels, trimmer knives automatically trim the 

crimped edges to uniformity and the complete package 
is ejected from the machine. 

The Thin-Wrap machine can be furnished with a com- 
pensator for printed cellophane if desired. The unit is 
neat in appearance and has rollers for mobility. 

SINGLE AUGER PACKER 

The J. L. Ferguson Co. is marketing a single auger 

packer, designed for filling powdered products of various 
types. The unit has a rated speed of 10 to 35 packages 
per minute, depending upon quantity of fill, product 
filled, container opening and packing pressure. 

The auger packer starts filling the container, which 

The single auger packer for 
filling powdered products 
has a range of from 1 oz. to 
5 lbs., requires a_ single 
operator and utilizes a °/s hp. 
motor. The unit is com- 
pletely ‘‘streamlined”’ in ap- 
pearance with all moving 
parts completely enclosed. 

telescopes the filling tube, from the bottom. Necessary 

resistance is applied for the required density. The filling 

operation is dustless. The unit is equipped with a 

counterbalanced packing platform, so designed as to 
raise the container so that it telescopes the auger tube. 
The platform stem, in raising, contacts a trip which 

starts the auger in motion and the product thus starts 
filling at the bottom of the container. During this opera- 

tion, the platform is gradually forced down until it 
reaches a pre-determined point where a trip is contacted 
and the auger automatically stops. 

An auger time filling machine is also available. This 
unit discharges the product near the top of the container 

and does not pack. The desired volume, per package, is 
delivered on this machine by operation of the auger dur- 

ing a pre-determined interval. 
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PRE-DETERMINED COUNTER 

A pre-determined counting device, which can be set ex- 

actly to record a given number of cases passing over a 

conveyor line, has been developed by the Standard Con- 

vevor Co. When an order calls for a specified number of 

cases to be shipped, the device, it is claimed, can be set 

for that number and will automatically stop the con- 

veyor when these units have passed a given point in the 

convevor line. 

The metal box, containing the entire recording 

mechanism, can be located at any remote point, such as 

Pre-determined counting device which can be set to record 
a given number of cases passing over a conveyor line. 

in a shipping clerk’s office where he can have accurate 

check, at all times, of the number of cases being carried 

over a conveyor line. 

A bell or light signal is located in the vicinity where 

the box is placed. This signal is connected electrically 

with the counting device and indicates to the operator 

loading the cases when a run is completed. The signal- 

ling device starts functioning when there are ten cases 

remaining to complete an order and informs the operator 

loading the cases when he has completed a run. When 

the last case passes the mechanism, the device auto- 

matically shuts off the power on the conveyor. It cannot 

be started again except at the counter box itself, thus 

making it impossible for the operator filling an order to 

run through any extra cases. 

NEW ANILINE INKS 

New aniline inks for three types of application have 

been announced by International Printing Ink. It is 

reported that the new inks are extremely fast to light and 
resistant to water bleed. They are claimed to dry al- 

most instantly on paper at high web speeds and to run 

clean on the press. 

Cne type of ink is designed for use on kraft or white 

paper, which is said to be able to pass rigid tests for use 

on food wraps. The ink comes in a wide range of colors 

and it is claimed that there is no bleeding in water or 

with most oils, fats and waxes. 

Another type of these new inks has been formulated 

for transparent aniline printing. A third aniline ink 

is adaptable to printing on cellophane stock. 
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Semi-automatic bottle corker which drives 
all sizes and types of tapered corks. 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC CORKER 

The Horix Manufacturing Co. has introduced a new 
semi-automatic bottle corker which is claimed to be 
adaptable for use with any standard chain conveyor. 

The unit drives all sizes and types of tapered corks—and 
some straight corks—with a production speed which is 

said to be limited only by the skill and number of opera- 

tors starting the corks into the containers. 

One or more operators, standing alongside the con- 

veyor, between the filler and the corker, place the corks 

loosely in the openings of the filled containers as they 

are carried along the chain conveyor. 

An automatic labeler for use 
with rectangular containers. 

RECTANGULAR TIN LABELER 

Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd., has developed a high- 

speed, flexible, automatic labeler for use with rectangular 

spice tins and canisters or similar containers. The unit is 

capable of labeling plain tins automatically and efh- 
ciently after the filling operation has been completed. 

The labeler is claimed to be adjustable to accommodate 

a different size of container in less than 20 minutes and 

has a capacity of some 60 cans per minute. 



NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR SATCHEL 

BOTTOM CELLOPHANE BAGS 

With the Champion VWS 

LONGER BAG WITH SAME MATERIAL! 
The VWS can be adjusted to produce bags of the extra length 

demanded by makers of spaghetti, noodles, breadsticks, ete 

without requiring more material! 

LABELS! A special attachment to the \WS makes possible at 

same time that bag is made, the gluing of attractive and fancy labels 

inside the bag . . . providing increased eye-appeal. 

THE CHAMPION VWS Range of Bags: 
Length 6-1/2 to 15” 

produces up to 5400 better satchel-bottom cellophane bags per hour! Width 3 to 8-1/2" 
. . . eee . eee en ex Floor area 2'5" by 7” Reducing production to its simplest process, this machine operates so ~~ Sekareca, Shee 2 00 Pump 1/2 HP 

efficiently and so sparingly of material as to soon pay for itself! 

Mechanism for duplex webs, thumb cuts and tabs. 

14,000 CELLOPHANE ENVELOPES PER 

FF HOUR WITH THE CHAMPION VW MACHINE 

The high speed, high quality per- 
formance of this machine are all the 
advertising it needs. Handles _ all 
types of thin transparent materials. 
Fed from roll, it cuts out chips to 
form the side, seal and bottom flaps. 
Folds and glues the side flaps. Severs 
the web. Folds and glues the bottom 
flaps .. . delivering finest quality en- 
velopes—9,000 to 14,000 per hour! 

YOU save in every way! 

Range: 
Blank length 4-1/2 to 13-5/8" 
Folded width 1-3/4 to 10” 

Since 1904 makers of outstanding 
machines for bag and envelopemaking 

CHAMPION MACHINES 

Manufactured by 

F. L. SMITHE MACHINE CO., Ine. 
633 West 44th Street NEW YORK.N.Y.. U.S. A. 
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Single seal-plate for mounting flush 
with the top of a counter or table. 

Table type single seal-plate, for 
use either singly or in multiples. 

Double seal-plate, or ‘‘slide’’ type, having 
inclined plates for approach and take off. 

HEAT-SEALING PLATES 

The Oliver Machinery Co. is marketing heavy duty seal- 

plates in three styles, for sealing packages wrapped in 

heat-sealing cellulose sheet, wax paper and other ma- 

terials that can be sealed by contact with electrically- 

heated plates. 
The seal-plates have cast iron tops, designed for heavy 

duty performance. One style is a single plate of portable 

design for resting on a table or counter. This may be 
used singly or in multiples. Another design is a single 

plate for flush mounting in the top of a counter or table. 

The third type is called the “‘slide’’ type and has inclined 

plates for approach and take off. 

MECHANIZED LABELER 

A device for simplifying and speeding up the process of 

labeling by hand (commented upon in the February 1938 

issue of MopeRN PackaGiNG) has been added to the line 

of the New Jersey Machine Corp. This device is said to 

complete the labeling equipment of that company, ma- 

chines now ranging from heavy duty labelers to auto 

gummers and table gummers. 

The newest offering to manufacturers, known as the 

‘E-Z"’ labeler, is claimed to be particularly suitable for 

plants with a production capacity too low to make the 

installation of a motorized labeler economical. 
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WAX COATING MACHINE 

A.H. Wirz, Inc., announces the addition of a new internal 

wax COating unit to its present lacquer equipment for 

protective internal coating of collapsible tubes. The 

new machinery is to be used in a special process developed 

with a wax base which is said to have been found success- 

ful for products containing milk of magnesia and other 
active ingredients. In addition to preventing corrosion, 

the internal wax coating is claimed to reduce the possi- 

bility of seepage. 

HEAVY DUTY LABELING MACHINE 

Standard-Knapp Corp. has made available a heavy duty 
labeling machine which is constructed to apply labels 

to cylindrical containers at high speed. The unit may 

be adjusted to various sizes of containers and it is claimed 

that the time consumed for making such adjustments 
has been reduced to a minimum. The machine is avail- 
able in sizes to meet any particular size container. 

The unit occupies a floor space 119 in. by 29 in. and 

may be adjusted in height to meet the height of feeding 
and take-off conveyors. 

Two-color rotary print- 
ing press which prints 
paper in roll form and 
delivers either in sheets 
or in roll, as desired. 

ROTARY PRINTING PRESS 

A two-color rotary printing press, designed for printing 

paper in roll form and delivering it in either sheets or 
wound back into rolls, is announced by the Paper Con- 
verting Machine Co. This press is a letterpress printing 
type and is said to print from light weight tissue up to 
the heaviest weight kraft, bond or book papers. 

The frame supporting the ink distribution system can 
be backed away from the tympan and cylinder, leaving 
sufficient space for the operator to set the plates or re- 

pack the tympan. The ink distribution system consists 

of two or three vibrators with large ink fountain. The 
capacity of this press in lineal feet per minute depends 
upon the kind of paper and type of design, from 275 ft. 
to 3.42 ft. per minute. 
The printing cylinders are either covered with wood 

or metal half shells or spiral groove and rack. The 
cylinders have eccentric bronze bearings with vernier 

control. For rotary registry the cylinders are provided 
with vernier control in the driving gears. The press has 

threaded bronze bushings for longitudinal registry. A 
cumulating cylinder is provided so that 10 sheets accumu- 

late at one time and are delivered by fly bars to the re- 

ceiving table. 



BRIGHTWOOD Box Machine and Collapsing Unit 

Ten Reasons Why You Should Use These Machines 

Allow 

person. 

U. S AUTOMATIC BOX MACHINERY €0., INC. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

1. 

pw 

SoD AON Ou 1 

us to give you further evidence of these statements 
sending us your problems, or an invitation to discuss your needs in 

This is a part of our service and involves no obligation. 

The BRIGHTWOOD is the only box machine that will set 
up and collapse boxes with or without hinge covers. 

The BRIGHTWOOD produces water tight boxes, cartons 
and pails. 

It is the only box machine that will produce tightly glued 
end cartons automatically. 

The COLLAPSING UNIT will fold full telescope boxes, 
shallow trays or hinge cover boxes, at the same speed and 
range in sizes as the BRIGHTWOOD. Either inward: or 
outward folds as desired. 

This collapser will fold boxes creased on two ends and 
front panel, or end creases only as desired. 

An automatic counter is built into this collapser for divid- 
ing the stack at any desired number or interval. 

The BRIGHTWOOD gives high speed production at a 
minimum cost. 

It has a wide range in sizes, taking blanks up to 24” x 2110” 
and quickly changed. 

It is sturdy and smooth in its operation, and has stood the 
test of heavy duty for half a century. 

This BRIGHTWOOD and COLLAPSER are the outstand- 
ing automatic machines for the paper box industry. 

18 Arboretum Road 

ROSLINDALE (Boston) MASS. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Plants and Personalities 
NEWS NOTES 

ARTHUR COLTON, founder of the Arthur Colton Co. 

and its present treasurer, will, on November 16, celebrate 

his 8oth birthday and his 54th year of active association 
in the company which bears his name. Mr. Colton is, 

perhaps, best known, particularly in the pharmaceutical 

industries, as the inventor of the Colton pill machine 

which, by a recent calculation, is estimated to be turn- 

ing out some 200,000,000 pills daily in pharmaceutical 

plants throughout the world. 
He is also the inventor of a collapsible tube filling and 

closing machine and has, through the years, developed 

innumerable improvements for such machines. 

An interesting story is told in relation to one of the 

early Colton collapsible tube closing machines which 

ARTHUR 

COLTON 

preceded the development of the filling and closing ma- 

chine 4o years ago. A Mr. Butz of Colgate & Co. (now 

the Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.) had gone to Hamburg, 

Germany after learning that there was a collapsible tube 

closing machine in operation there that provided very 

satisfactory work. Much to his surprise, on his arrival, 

he discovered that while the rumored machine did actu- 

ally exist, it bore the nameplate of a Detroit manufac- 

turer, the Arthur Colton Co. 

Upon his return, negotiations were opened and first one 

and then another of these machines were sold to the Col- 

gate organization. These were believed to be the first 

machines for closing collapsible tubes by power machin- 

ery. They were followed, in later years, by filling ma- 

chines, first the air style, the worm style and the gear 

type. The earlier models of semi-automatic power ma- 

chines for closing tubes had a speed of about 20 tubes per 

minute, using one operator, whereas the present high 

speed automatic tube machines fill, close, crimp, number 
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TRENDS 

and automatically eject over 120 tubes per minute with 

only one operator. This machine also feeds the empty 

tubes into the filling unit, taking them out of the con- 

tainers they are shipped in. 

At the left is the early Colton 
tube closing machine. Below 
is the high speed automatic 
tube machine utilized today. 

ANCHOR HOCKING GLASS CORP. announces the 

consolidation of all its Chicago sales offices, to be lo- 

cated in the Merchandise Mart. This consolidation 

brings together the container division of the company 

as well as the offices of the Anchor Cap & Closure Corp. 

A permanent display of all the varied lines of prod- 

ucts, including glass containers and closures, tableware, 

flatware and premium ware, will be maintained at the 

new headquarters. 

THE DIAGRAPH-BRADLEY STENCIL MACHINE 
CORP., St. Louis, Mo., announces the purchase of the 

Bradley Stencil Machine Co. S/ 

LC 
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LABELING 

Size, Shape and Labeling requirements 
with 

a @ NO WIPING OF BOTTLES 

rar @ PERFECT REGISTER 

@ PETTY-CASH CHANGE PARTS 

@ NO WRINKLES OR LOOSE EDGES 

on the 

Pony Labelrite 
There’s a definite SAVINGS in production cost when the 

Pony Labelrite is put to work on your Labeling problem. 

Units for hand-feed, and fully automatic machines for one side; 

two sides or three sides labeling (see illustration) take all the 
waste time, and excessive labor costs out of the labeling job. 

You can’t get better labeling! and you can’t afford to be 

without the Pony Labelrite.... ask for illustrated catalog! 

NEW JERSEY MACHINE CORPORATION 
1600 Willow Avenue Hoboken, N. J. 

Chicago Office; 549 W. Washington Blvd. 

Sales Representatives in 

SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE DENVER DES MOINES OKLAHOMA CITY ST. LOUIS TORONTO, CANADA 

LOS ANGELES PORTLAND OMAHA ROCK !SLAND MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL LONDON, ENGLAND 
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FERDINAND L. SMITHE, president and founder of the 
F. L. Smithe Machine Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., died 

October 18 at the age of 69. Mr. Smithe was a mechani- 

cal engineer before founding the F. L. Smithe Machine 

Co. in 1904. He had since served as its president. 

KARL W. NELSON, sales manager of the plastics de- 
partment of the General Electric Co., and formerly 

manager of the company’s automotive products sales 

section, died in Pittsfield, Mass., on October 16 at the 

age of 35. 

E. K. GRAVES, who has been associated with Milprint, 

Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., for the past several months on 

special packaging development work, has returned to 

the Cellophane Division of E. I. DuPont de Nemours & 

Co., Inc., in the New York office. 

THE CARR-LOWREY GLASS CO., Baltimore, Md., 
has opened its new main factory building at Westport, 

Md. The new building, approximately 89 ft. by 140 fc., 
contains equipment for the production of glass con- 
tainers for perfumes, cosmetics, toilet preparations and 

drugs. The equipment in the plant has a capacity of 

approximately 45 tons of glass a day, thus substantially 

increasing the company’s production facilities. 

RICHARD ROSE has joined the sales staff of Kay Dis- 
plays, Inc., New York, N. Y. 

UNIVERSAL PLASTICS CORP. has moved its New 

York office to 12 East 41st St. 

THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY lacks a copy of 
the April 1938 issue of MopERN Packacinc (Volume 11, 

No. 8). The Library will appreciate it if any subscriber 

who can spare this copy would send same to the atten- 
tion of R. J. Lingel at the office of the director, New 

York Public Library, Fifth Ave. and 42nd St. 

SACKETT & WILHELMS LITHOGRAPHING CORP., 
New York, N. Y., announce the publication of a book 

entitled ‘‘Creative Artists, 1939." 
Like the previous editions, the book shows black and 

white lithographic reproductions of works produced 
during the past year by leading artists, illustrators and 

photographic studios. The subjects in each case have 

been selected and furnished by the individual artist, the 

originals having been in a variety of media, including 
full color oil paintings. 

THE TENNESSEE EASTMAN CORP., Kingsport, 
Tenn., has issued a booklet titled *“Tenite Specifications’’ 

describing the various types of this plastic material and 
its physical characteristics and the system by which they 

are designated. The book should prove of interest to 
packagers using plastics in packages or closures. Each 

grade of the material is dealt with specifically, thus 
enabling the user to obtain an accurate picture of its 

technical qualifications. 
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A NEW MATERIAL for writing on glass or enameled 
ware, available in both black and white, has been an- 

nounced by the Stewart Research Laboratory, Washing- 

ton, D.C. Unlike some previous etching inks, this new 

product is claimed to be non-corrosive, yet is said to 
provide a method of permanent marking. Known as 

S.R.L. brand LN glass ink, it is reported capable of with- 
standing long immersion in hot water and to resist the 

action of hot, strong acids and concentrated alkalies. It 
is not affected by ordinary laboratory solvents. 

THE PROPERTIES OF GLASS by George W. Morey 
(Published by the Reinhold Publishing Corp., New 
York, N. Y. $12.50). 

While chiefly of interest to those whose principal 

activity is connected with the constant utilization and 

fabrication of glass, this volume should prove a valuable 
handbook to those packagers whose activities involve 

substantial designing and specifications of glass con- 

tainers and package accessories. In its 550 pages, this 

treatise covers practically every physical property of 

glass of all types. 

THE PACKAGING MACHINERY Manufacturer's In- 
stitute will hold its annual meeting on November 16, 

1938 at the Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y. 

THE KLINGROSE MACHINE CORP., manufacturers 

of multi-color, gravure and aniline processes and package 

processing machines, announces the election of Thomas 
A. Glendon, Jr., as vice president. 

Factory and engineering offices will be maintained at 
461 Hamilton Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. The sales and 
service offices, in charge of Mr. Glendon, will be main- 

tained at 111 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Mr. Glendon will also serve Dornbusch & Co., manu- 

facturers of embossing equipment, as that company’s 

exclusive representative. 

The Klingrose Machine Corp. has for many years de- 

signed and manufactured specially engineered printing 
and processing machines to meet the specific requirements 

of package and display users. 

THE HILER COLOR SYSTEM is the title of a color 

chart developed by Hilaire Hiler of the Hiler Institute of 
Color Research, San Francisco, Calif. The color chart 

is published in convenient folder form by the Velvetone 
Poster Co. 

The color chart consists of a series of carefully chosen 

colors arranged in a circle where the artist can readily re- 
late one color with another. A color harmony indicator 

or a printed revolving disk is attached to the chart 
which enables the artist to obtain suitable color 
harmonies automatically. 

The folder incorporates complete information as to the 
use of the chart for the most satisfying results and like- 
wise contains explanations of various color combinations 
that may be obtained. 

Mr. Hiler is the author of several books on painting, 

the ‘‘Technique of Painting’’ and the ‘*Painters’ Pocket- 
book,”’ and is likewise a painter and colorist. 

Sz , 



A REVOLUTIONARY 
ADVANCE IN PACKAGING EQUIPMENT 

si 
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TRIANGLE-RAPP 

“? WEIGHER 

with 

Dial-Controlled 

“ELECTRIC 
FINGERS” 

e 7 
i ve 

PACKAGES MANY PRODUCTS NEVER BEFORE HANDLED 
BY MACHINE! 

HINK of it! Marshmallows, potato chips, discharged bringing the package to exact weight. 

crackers, candies, nut meats, macaroni , . a 
products, nuts, bolts, tea, dog biscuits—these It handles delicate products without injury 

are just a few of the products handled by the 

new Eleec-Tri-Pak. 

... produces better packages .. . assures sani- 

tation ...increases production...is easily 

es f ; , . loaded and self cleaning—truly the greatest 
Working on an electric duo-intensity vibra- . achievement in automatic weighing. 

tory principle, this machine rapidly fills contain- 

ers almost to weight—then, just as if counted Write today for complete details on the new 

out by **Electric Fingers,”’ the last few pieces are **Elee-Tri-Pak”’ Weigher! 

Bhima 
TRIANGLE PACKAGE MACHINERY CO. 

907 NO. SPAULDING AVENUE, CHICAGO 

NEW YORK DENVER | CLEVELAND LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO FOREIGN Office 
50 Church St. 1525 Wynkoop St. 5927 Euclid Ave. 1501 W. Jefferson Blvd. 111 Main St. 44 Whitehall St., N. Y. C. 
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Unless otherwise indicated, copies of catalogs, booklets, 
etc., mentioned in this department may be obtained with- 
out charge by writing to the sponsoring company at the 

address given. 

MODERN PUBLICITY (The Studio Publications, Inc., 

$3.50). The new edition of this annual work represents 

the combined efforts of 14 contributors, selected as ex- 

perts able to judge the advertising and publicity art in 

each of 14 different countries. Some of the selections 

include a number of packages and displays and the vol- 

ume, therefore, provides the packager, package supplier 

and the package designer with an opportunity—al- 

to study contrasting influences though a limited one 

in package design as done by the work of various coun- 

tries. The selections of packages, however, as is true of 

most of the other selections, were made on a basis set 

up by the individual contributor and therefore no true 

contrast as between one country and another can be 

arrived at from a mere study of the illustrations and 

captions supplied in this volume. 

Thus the entire output of the American packaging in- 

dustry is covered by a series of eight illustrations. The 

impossibility of fairly representing current trends in 

American packaging by so limited a selection may be 

judged by the fact that American packagers created some 

hundreds of thousands of new packages during the year 

and the fact that 21,000 of the best of these were entered 

in a single competition, the All-America Package Compe- 

tition of 1937. 

Obviously if the same limitations apply, to even a par- 

tial degree, in the other countries treated in this volume, 

no accurate mirror of ‘‘comparative’’ packaging is readily 

available. 

The volume as a whole should, however, prove of 

definite usefulness to art directors in both package using 

and package producing firms and to artists of course. 

THE OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS CO., Toledo, Ohio, has 

prepared a Christmas wine poster to aid vintners with 

their holiday promotion of wine as a beverage to be 

served with the holiday feast and as a Christmas gift. 
The poster is so designed as to provide space for the inser- 

tion of individual company and brand name and is dis- 

tributed to vintners with the compliments of the Owens- 

Illinois Glass Co. 
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THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION of the 
Department of Agriculture has prepared for publication 
a list of the general regulations under the new Food, 
Drug and Cosmetic Act. A public hearing will be held 

some time in November, at which time suggestions for 

changes in these regulations will be accepted for con- 

sideration by the commission. 

All sections of the new act which go into effect next 

June are covered in these regulations with the exception 

of such subjects as food standards, color certification and 

a few other specific provisions. These will be covered 
by later publications. 

The Administration is tentatively considering the 

possibility of eliminating certain odd sized containers 
from foods. The new law may be construed to permit 

the declaration of a product as ‘‘misbranded”’ if it con- 

tains less than the customary quantity of merchandise, 

regardless of the fact that the correct contents are shown 

upon the product label. 

A CONSUMER AND TRADE relations service has been 

established as a section of the marketing research division 

of the William J. Burns International Detective Agency, 

New York, N. Y. The division is under the direction 

of Randal Borough, formerly vice president of the Lord, 
Thomas & Logan Advertising Agency and A. S. Bennett. 
Through this department, the company will undertake 

research into problems affecting consumer and trade re- 

lations and market package and display research. 

THE HORIX MANUFACTURING CO., Pittsburgh, 

Pa., makers of Horix and Haller filling and conveying 

equipment, announces the promotion of Tom McLay as 

sales manager. 

HAMPDEN GLAZED PAPER & CARD CO., Holyoke, 
Mass., has issued a new swatch book carrying sample of 

its Opalescent line of box papers. 

“TWENTY-SEVEN CHICAGO DESIGNERS” is the 
title of a profusely illustrated, elaborately printed book- 

let, proffered as the combined advertising of a group of 

Chicago designers who call themselves the 27 Designers 

group. A number of package and display designers are 
represented. 

‘FACTS ABOUT SHIPPING BOXES" is the title of a 
new booklet published by The Hinde & Dauch Paper 
Co., Sandusky, Ohio, which tells, with ample illustra- 

tion, the story of the modern corrugated shipping box. 

CARL SCHLEICHER & SCHULL CO., New York, 
Ne Yaubas issued a folder on its new Shark Skin filter 

paper which is claimed to have almost the same strength 
when wet as when dry. A sample sheet is included with 

the folder for testing purposes. 

THE GUMMED LABEL AND EMBOSSED Seal 
Assn., New York, N. Y., has issued a pamphlet, 

“Today's Labels—Sell, Inform, Educate,’’ explaining 

essential data relative to the design of informative labels. 
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PURPOSE IN DESIGN by A. Defries (Published by 
Methuen & Co. Ltd., London, 21/ net foreign) and 

‘Industrial Design and the Future’’ by Geoffrey Holme 

(Published by The Studio Publications, Inc., New York, 

N. Y. $7.50). 

The volume ‘Purpose in Design,”’ subtitled *‘A survey 

of the new movement seen in studios and factories and at 

the Exposition Internationale Des Arts et Techniques 

Appliques a la vie moderne, Paris, 1937,'’ attempts a com- 

prehensive review of new trends in design in most Euro- 

pean countries and in the United States. The individual 

chapters, reviewing design trends in each country sepa- 

rately, are used to support a thesis forecasting a trend in 
design away from the mechanical styles of the late 

twenties and early thirties. 

While the writer recognizes the position of the machine 

in influencing all future design, he views the machine as 
but one of the factors influencing design rather than as 
the controlling factor which designers, in the last few 

years, have often claimed it to be. 

The volume is profusely illustrated with examples of 
sculpture, architecture and ceramic work and other de- 

sign illustrations drawn from the recent Paris Exposition. 

Mr. Geoffrey Holme’s volume shows the same tendency 

on the part of designers to re-evaluate the influence of the 

machine. Mr. Holme, while likewise cautioning de- 

signers against slavery to the machine, places greater 

faith in the influence of the machine age upon design and 

does not look forward to any reversion to hand crafts- 

manship in the future. 

The volume is photographically illustrated with 

numerous examples of contemporary design adapted to 

machine production, including a number of packages. 

A.S.M.E. MECHANICAL CATALOG and Directory 
(Published by The American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers, New York, N. Y.). 

This 477 page volume, the 28th edition of The Ameri- 
can Society of Mechanical Engineers Catalog and Direc- 

tory, is essentially a complete handbook of equipment 

and equipment sources, providing specification-type data 

concerning mechanical equipment of every variety. 

The volume is divided into four sections. The section 
on catalogs is arranged in alphabetical order and provides 

detailed description of many hundreds of items used in 
industry in manufacturing products and maintaining 
plants. A directory section provides a classified list of 

thousands of items used by industry with sources of sup- 

plies of each. A trade name directory provides a valu- 
able cross reference of alphabetically listed trade names 
and, finally, a 12-page catalog section lists all codes, 

standards, periodicals and other publications of The 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 

MARKEM MACHINE CO., Keene, N. H., has issued a 

new pamphlet on its general purpose machines and 

accessories for trade marking, decorating and lettering 

all plastic, glass or metal surfaces. 
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Here’s the Answer 

TO YOUR CARTON 

PACKAGING PROBLEM 

When you are looking 

for new savings and 

wish to lower your 

carton packaging 

costs, it is time to 

install machines to set 

up and close your 

cartons inexpensively. 

PETERS Machines are available in various 

models to handle a wide range of carton 

sizes. Fully automatic equipment operates 

at speeds up to 55-60 cartons per minute 

.. semi-automatic equipment at speeds 

up to 35-40 cartons per minute. 

Our staff of engi- 

neers has_ solved 

hundreds of packag- 

ing problems for 

plants all over the 

world, and has 

saved them thou- 

sands of dollars. 

Send samples of 

your cartons or ad- 

vise us of their sizes 

and ask us to recom- 

mend machines to 

handle them eco- 

nomically. 

You will be surprised to find how inexpensively 

your cartons can be set up and closed. 

PETERS MACHINERY COMPANY 
GENERAL OFFICE AND FACTORY 

4700 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 
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MANICURE SETS SETTLE DOWN 

(Continued from page 52) 

coverings, edgings, linings and other auxiliary trimmings 

were so selected and used as to effect complete harmony 

with the contents. 

The cases utilize wood and leather combinations in 

most instances and are characterized by ingenious me- 

chanical opening devices. There is one case which 

utilizes a ““swing top.’’ As the top panel is raised, the 

bottles automatically rise to the surface, in upright posi- 

tion and ready for instant use. 

A “‘camera’’ shape case utilizes a sliding top panel 

which permits the bottles to pop up when the panel is 

slid out of closed position. Here the bottles are set upon 

springs and pressure upon any one bottle causes them to 

disappear back into the case. The front face of this kit 

contains the manicure implement panel which is held in 

closed position by means of a glove-type button fastener. 
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Another camera-type container utilizes a hinged 

spring top with a snap fastener holding the implement 

panel closed on the front face of the case. A beautifully 

styled dresser set, known as the Prom, is found in an 

ensemble which incorporates two sections within the 

container, one for three bottles of polish, the other for 

three bottles of remover. Two hinged lids, providing 
individual coverings for each compartment, combine 

with the case lid to form a multi-plane effect when the 

case is closed. The bottles in this case are held in posi- 
tion by means of steel clips, thus enabling the user to 

stand the bortle up for use without fear of its toppling 

over. The interior of the lid holds the various imple- 

ments while the scissors is clipped in place between the 

two bottle compartments. 

The Henkel-Clauss Co. is also presenting sewing kits 

which are equally well packaged. Here again, the cases 

are combinations of leather with wood. In one instance, 

a heavy dull gold purse closure is utilized, in another a 

simple button fastener. In all cases, the contents are so 

arranged as to facilitate use. 

Credit: Cases manufactured by The Henkel-Clauss 

Co. and the Rueckert Manufacturing Co. 

Accent sewing kits, like the manicure ensembles, are designed to pro- 

vide a combination of compactness with accessibility for every item 

in the kit. The manicure ensemble here shown utilizes a leather and 

wood case and is styled to find acceptance on the dressing table. 
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MODERNIZED BEER LABEL 

An interesting example of package modernization which 

retains many elements of the old design while improving 

the visibility and the display value of the package as a 

whole is to be found in the new Jax beer labels and 

Crown caps as designed by Martin Ullman. 

The original Jax beer label has been utilized by the 

Jackson Brewing Co. since the product was first dis- 

tributed and was therefore felt, by the company, to 

possess a substantial and very tangible recognition value. 

Thus, while the company wanted to modernize the 

package, they stipulated, as one condition governing 

the change, that product identity must not be lost. To 

this end, a number of the familiar elements in the form 

of the label have been retained in the new package. 

SPECIAL PALE BREW 

rey! eer 
Leer in Jeux 

The old Jax label, seen at the left, contained a number of elements 
essential to the identification of the product. These have been 
carefully carried over to the new and modernized label so 
that the identity of the product is not lost with the redesign. 
Note particularly the manner in which the word ‘Jax’ has 
been re-lettered to retain much of the old flavor. Note 
also the elimination of unnecessary wording and the moderniza- 
tion of the man on horseback trade mark into a dramatic silhouette. 

The lettering of the word ‘“‘Jax,’’ somewhat modern- 

ized and placed onto a reverse color pattern, forms the 
central focus of the new label. The trade mark charac- 

ter, subordinated in the old design, has been modern- 

ized and given a prominent position immediately under 

the product name. Formerly cluttered type matter has 

been much shortened and simplified and the entire de- 

sign thus cleaned up. 

In order to permit the company and its dealers to 

identify beer by age or date of bottle, a new policy has 
been adopted which will involve a periodic change of 
the color decoration on bottle caps. Bottle cap designs 

will change according to the season and the area of 

distribution for the product. 

(2 
M/t BE DIVIDED 
ON THIS ACME 
ACCURATE MEASURE 
PRODUCTION FILLER 

T IS literally true that the Acme Accurate Measure Filler 
is so accurate that drops can be split for the most per- 

fect and accurate fill ever accomplished! 

If the liquid you are bottling is costly, highly taxable, 
subject to impost duties, narcotic, medicinal—or if there is 
any other reason where the measurement into your con- 
tainer must be accurate to the fraction of a drop, then this 
filler has a definite place in your production picture. 

Split-drop, precision filling is an accomplished fact, 
whether you are filling fractional-ounce vials or gallon 
containers. 

By measuring the quantity of the product by volume— 
(or space occupied in cubic units )—in the filling machine 
before it is allowed to flow into the container, the result is 

an absolutely identical fill for each and every container—a 
fill so accurately controlled that compensation is made for 
the product adhering to the insides of the filling tube. Com- 
pensations for temperature differences on the volume of the 
product to be filled can be made. 

Write today and get the extremely interesting story on 
these machines of brilliant engineered-design by asking 
for Bulletin AF-1. 

US.BOTTLERS MACHINERY C0. 
4030 N. ROCKWELL ST. 

@ iL ey.\ cle) ILLINOIS 
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GREAT BRITAIN’S MOST 
POPULAR PACKAGE 

The recent war crisis in Europe and the consequent hectic 

efforts on the part of the British Government to prepare 

for probable air raids affected practically every phase of 

British industry, including many manufacturing plants in 

the packaging fields. 

The most popular carton in England today,"’ in the 

words of M. Kk. Murrey of Boxfoldia, Ltd., carton 

manufacturers in Birmingham, England, ‘‘is the con- 

tainer to hold a civilian respirator.” 

The following notes, by Mr. Murrey, give an outline 

of the story behind the production of nearly a million of 
these gas mask cartons and provide an interesting high- 

light picture between the British and the American 

methods of box manufacture. 

‘On Sunday, September 25, Birmingham A.R.P. ofh- 

cials decided they must have nearly 1,000,000 gas mask 

cartons and have them immediately. 

‘Telephoned Mr. C. H. Foyle, managing director of 
Boxfoldia, Ltd., agreed to supply 30,000 to 50,000 a day 

for 13 days, first delivery to be made on Wednesday. 

Supplies were to be corded and complete with platforms 
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The simple and un- 

decorated carton 

that neatly houses 

the respirator. 

and the paper and board required had to be ordered, 
made and brought to Birmingham. Production involved 

over 100 tons of material and processes included lining, 
printing, cutting, stripping, cording and stitching. 

‘‘Members of the staff were summoned by telephone or 

collected by car and throughout Sunday afternoon and 
night, estimating clerks were busy with board specifica- 

tions, rates and costs and all forward preparations for 
the colossal production were put in hand. 
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“But by 11:30 P.M., no board or paper contracts were 

placed apart from an order to the Disley Mill for an 

M.G. paper which, if the required kraft could not be 
obtained, would have to be substituted. 

“Comment by Mr. C. H. Foyle: ‘It might be con- 

sidered a strange reflection on our industrial organization 

that it was quite impossible to get in touch with the 

largest board mill in Europe on a Sunday. The Thames 
Mill were telephoned repeatedly to Purfleet and Warring- 
ton. The Post Office was asked to make every effort to 

trace the whereabouts and phone number of anyone 

associated with this concern or anyone likely to be able 

to supply this information, but without success. A 

caretaker on the telephone at about 50/-d. a week might, 
it would seem, not be a bad investment for a business of 

such magnitude.’ 

“Chipboard from Boxfoldia’s stock was requisitioned 

until the new lot could be made and shortly after 11:30 

P.M., the manager of Cooke and Nuttall’s Mill, Hor- 

wich, was reached by telephone and scheduled a making 
of kraft paper for 6:00 A.M. Monday. 

Final effort of that busy Sunday was the drive by 
Mr. Foyle’s two youngest daughters to Lancashire to 

take samples of paper to the Disley and the Cooke and 
Nuttall’s mills. Leaving by car just on midnight, the 
messengers reached Stockport in the morning. 

‘From there to Horwich. Darkness and lack of 
knowledge of the district delayed them. Racing 

through what they at last decided was the right locality, 

they were forced to stop by the flashing torch of a police 
officer. More furious at the waste of precious moments 

than at the prospect of a speeding fine, they discovered 
a friend. Horwich local police had instructions to 
guide a Birmingham car to the mill and officers were 
stopping vehicles in order to identify the travelers. 

“At 5:30 A.M., with as much calm and diginity as 

could be mustered after a hectic and sleepless night, 
there was produced from the inner recesses of the femi- 
nine handbag a piece of paper 2 in. sq.—the sample. 

‘‘3:00 P.M. the same afternoon and supplies of paper 
left Horwich for Birmingham. Meanwhile, Messrs. 

Wright's Ropes, Birmingham, were working overtime 

on the production of cord for the cartons and further 
activity at Boxfoldia ensured that machines on board 

cutting and lining would run throughout the night. 

‘The one difficulty in completing the order was the 

cording of the cartons by hand. An experienced hand 
worker could only cord 1000 cartons in a nine-hour day. 

No juveniles under 16 years of age can work overtime. 

Period of overtime for women workers is strictly limited. 
“At 3:00 P.M. the same Monday, Boxfoldia’s secre- 

tary requested permission from the local factory in- 

spector to work longer hours. Written applications 

stating full requirements were apparently necessary. 

Following through the factory schedules very closely, 
it was decided that, to get the work completed, it 
would be necessary for hand workers—irrespective of 
age—to put in a 10!/, hour day and to work full week- 
end with one evening off during the week and one of 
the weekend afternoons. 



When Packed and Shipped 
in Wire Stitched 

Containers 

Your products will reach your retail markets 
in the best possible condition. Safe, de- 
pendable distribution is just as important as 
your manufacturing standards. 

The 

Bliss 

Heavy 
Duty 

Bottom 
Stitcher 

Wire stitches the 
bottoms of Regu- 
lar Slotted Con- 
tainers, thus util- 
izing the entire 
strength of the | 
board,and making 
a sturdy rigid box. 

This machine forms and drives wire stitches 
at speeds up to 300 stitches per minute from 
roll of wire. Its high production combined 
with low cost of wire assures a surprisingly 
low cost. 

Easily operated, no adjustments for various 
sizes of slotted containers. 
« Ask for further information on advantages 
of wire stitching. 

Bliss Heavy Duty Bottom Stitcher 

Bottom Stitched Slotted Container 

DEXTER FOLDER COMPANY 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 

CHICAGO, 117 W. Hanison St. PHILADELPHIA, Sth & Chestnut Ste 
BOSTON, 185 Summer St. SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, 
CINCINNATI, 3441 St. Johns Place SEATTLE, Harry W. Brintnall Co. 

[Peed ated 2 
Save Dollars in 

Modern 

Small 

Packag- 
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Model 273 
Capacity—12 pounds 

MODERN small packaging opera- 
tions demand fast traffic over the 

scale . . . speed that does not penalize 
accuracy yet delivers exact net weight 

packages... . instantly. 

Guess work carton filling is hazardous 

. invites overweight as well as under- 
weight. For twenty-one years we have 
successfully demonstrated to packers 
that packaging from bulk is best accom- 
plished by sound, predetermined frac- 
tion ounce weighing to insure profits. 

There is an EXACT WEIGHT Scale 

For 
Handling— 
Cheese 
Sliced Bacon 
Chipped Beef 
Candy 
Coden for every industrial packaging opera- 

Potato Chips tion, each one designed and built to 
Cereals fit a particular production line. 
Nut Meats 

ill ’ Write today for full details for your 

arin hg particular plant. 

THE EXACT WEIGHT SCALE CO. 
222 W. Fifth Ave. Columbus, Ohio 

PRECISION SCALE 
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“At 5:00 P.M. this document was delivered by hand. 

8:00 P.M., in a telephone call from the home office, 

permission was given for partial suspension of the Fac- 

tory Act to allow the proposals to be put into force. 

‘Office juniors were released to join in cording. Most 

staff members volunteered to put in several hours each 

evening and to work over the weekend on the job. 

50,000 cartons were ready as promised on Wednesday. 

On Thursday, production equalled the minimum 
promised (30,000) and the maximum (50,000), added 

together over 80,000. That was 130,000 at three days’ 

notice. By the end of the week, well over 250,000 had 

been completed. 

‘‘*The gas mask cartons,’ says Mr. Foyle, ‘are part of a 

scheme to protect and preserve the people of a demo- 
cratic nation. To get supplies made, however, I gave 

orders, issued instructions, over-ruled objections, upset 

machine schedules, both my own and other people's and 

got the law altered, in a way that savors of a first- 

class dictatorship. Perhaps, in the circumstances, 

that may be excused.’ "’ 

ACCESSORY ROUND-UP 

Continued trom page 35) 

A. Stein & Co. 

A. Stein & Co. has presented four unusual re-use con- 

tainers, designed to serve as smokers’ accessories. Two 

brass pieces are, respectively, a round ashtray into which 

a coiled belt is fitted and a pipe stand where the coiled 
belt rests vertically between the base and top portions of 

the copper pipe-holding device. 

Wood is used for a second ash tray in the form of a 

nautical steering wheel and likewise for a rectangular 
cigarette box with inlaid decorations of contrastingly 
colored woods. 

Credit: Copper packages by Multi Products Co. 

Wooden packages by Peterson Brothers. 

Swank Products, Inc. 

The Swank jewelry line emphasizes a family relation- 

ship which is carried out by means of a similar color 

scheme on both the metal and paper packages in the line. 

Paper boxes are designed so that the product itself is 

fitted into a partition set into the lid of the box. On dis- 
play the lid is reversed to next upside down in the base 

of the container and thus to provide a pedestal and back- 

ground for the packaged product. 

The metal boxes are all of the hinged type with lids 
designed to stand vertically when the container is opened. 
They are covered in deep maroon velvet and a similar 

color of paper is used on the set-up boxes. As a second 

color the metal containers utilize cream-toned satin. 

This tone is likewise carried over to the company’s set-up 

paper containers. 

Credit: Paper boxes by the Dennison Manufacturing 

Co. Metal packages by the F. H. Noble Co. 
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THE PACKAGE DESIGNER 

Continued from page 27) 

service. When it happens that I discover or devise, in 

the preliminary studies, a feature or method not specified 
in this agreement which may tend to benefit the product 
by, for example, reducing assembly costs, I have my 
idea notarized and then apply for protection or a patent 
before submitting it to the client.” 

Another states as follows: “‘We often design products 
without having been commissioned to do so and protect 
these designs by disclosure letters, design patents and, 
when possible, mechanical patents. When working on 

a client’s problem, we always advise him to protect 
himself and assign our patents to him."’ 

A third typical report follows: ‘‘I try to safeguard 
my interests in a design in the following manner: I get 

the agreement in writing, calling for an advance payment 

(usually '/; of the complete cost of job) to cover cost of 

sketches and ideas. If, for some reason after sketches 

are submitted, the client decides not to proceed with the 
work, the deal! is closed—the client keeping the sketches 

for which I have already been paid. However, it is 
understood in the agreement that those sketches are not 
to be used, in whole or in part, without my written 

consent—that any further development of such ideas is 
to be carried out by me and I am to be compensated 
accordingly. Or, in rare cases, if it is to be done by 

someone else, with my permission, I am to be paid an 

additional sum for use of my ideas.”’ 

Perhaps the answer most generally expressive of the 

attitude of designers is one which combines a careful 

selection of clients with a careful anticipation of possible 
difficulties by the execution of a precise written contract. 
As one designer has phrased it, “‘I have never worried a 

great deal about it. I try to work only with reputable 

concerns. I endeavor to find out as much as I can about 
any prospect who is unknown to me. It should be a 

definite rule for a designer always to have an agreement 
in writing. Some of my biggest jobs have been carried 

through on nothing more than a loose verbal agreement, 

but I do not recommend this procedure.”’ 

Designer-Package Producer Relationships 

Many designers, in the past, have made a point of 
emphasizing their independent position and their free- 
dom to advise their clients in the clients’ own best 

interest since they had nothing to sell but their in- 

dividual services. 
Package suppliers, on the other hand, have at times 

looked upon the independent designer as an interloper, 
leading package users to make unwarranted demands 

upon the supplier and contributing little or nothing to 

the improvement of producer-supplier relationships. 

Fortunately, a situation which might have grown into 

an aggravated antagonism between independent designers 

and package producers has been largely cleared up by a 



YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THIS NEW 
No. 17 IMPROVED AUTOMATIC TUBE FILLING, CLOSING 

AND CRIMPING MACHINE for SEALING COLLAPSIBLE TUBES. 

TYPE “A” for PASTE. “B” for POWDERS. “C” for LIQUIDS 
The famous COLTON CLOSURE machine has been greatly improved and simplified. 
It now offers you these new advantages: 

. Motor is underneath, out of the way. 

. Equipped with REEVES drive for speed control. 

. New design filling head gives a positive free smooth action of nozzle. 

. Start and stop push button switch. 

. Two hand levers. One for starting the machine proper. One for stopping and start- 
ing filling mechanism. 

No. 17-A. Improved 
Automatic Tube Fill- 
ing, Closing and 
Crimping Machine 

All of these improvements—yet no increase in price. Write 
today for a sample tube and full information on this machine. 

ARTHUR COLTON CO. 
2602 JEFFERSON AVE., EAST Electric Drive Stirring Device as shown is 

recommended for materials that do not flow 
DETROIT MICHIGAN “ readily saphye is Seta, P 

“for that last fraction of profit” 

SORTS 

FEEDS 

APPLIES 

ALL TYPES OF CAPS 

CAPPER 
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net or your pantry shelves are Capem Sealed. 

The answer is Economy plus Dependability. 
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1400 WEST AVE. BUFFALO, N. Y. 
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recognition on both sides of the fence that the intelli- 
gent designer and the intelligent package producer can 

profitably cooperate with each other to the interest of 

their joint clients. 

The designers, as a group, have gotten over the feeling 

that the package producer who offers free design service 

is entering into unfair competition. They have begun 

to recognize that those clients who can utilize and can 

afford the services of an independent package designer 

will not be swayed, as a general thing, by the compara- 

tively small expenditure which designing costs represent. 

They recognize, also, the legitimacy of the offering of cer- 

tain designing services by package producers. 

Package Producer-Designer Cooperation 

Package producers maintaining their own design de- 

partments, on the other hand, have learned how to 

work with independent designers. Both groups have 

come to recognize that the design department of the 

package producer is a specialized department, with a 

specialized knowledge of the processes, costs and other 

factors governing package design in the particular cate- 

gory of packages produced by each company. Thus, to 

select a single typical instance, no reputable package 

designer would presume to design a glass container 

without Jeaning upon the aid and advice of the engi- 

neering and design departments of the glass container 

supplier. While the designer, in laying out the form 

and appearance of a package line, may make certain 

demands upon the glass container supplier, he has be- 

come ready to recognize that his knowledge of glass 

engineering and of the cost factors involved therein can- 
not be as complete as that of the glass container manu- 

facturer and that, of necessity, cooperation between the 

two will produce far better results. 

On the other hand, in the words of one prominent 

glass container manufacturer, ‘*‘We consider the practice 

of placing the new design or redesign problem in the 

hands of a competent independent designer to be the 

ideal approach, 7f the designer, whom we will assume 

is not too familiar with glass production technique, will 

work closely with our own designers and production 

men from the start. Our department of design is im- 

portant and necessary to facilitate faithful adherence to 

the problems of production, and we feel that such a 

set-up will insure the closest cooperation with the in- 

dependent designer and the package user.”’ 

The importance of the supplier-maintained design 
department is particularly appreciated by manufacturers 

located outside of the main metropolitan areas where 

competent package designers tend to congregate. Such 

firms requiring limited package design work lean to a 

great degree upon the aid and advice of package suppliers 

who are in a position to advise them not only on tech- 

nical, but on design and decorative problems. 

On the other hand, in recent years a number of the 

larger manufacturers and certain large wholesale and 

department store and chain store organizations have 

turned to a third scheme for package design, namely, 
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the maintenance of their own art or design departments. 

These manufacturers, as a group, report that their 

specialized needs and their large and constant volume 

of new package designs both demand and justify the 

maintenance of a department of one or more people in 

a position to devote full time to the study of the organi- 

zation’s specialized design problems. In some instances 

these design —as in the large pharmaceutical houses 

divisions are in a position to reconcile the technical 

problems of packaging and handling drugs, chemicals 

and other out-of-the-ordinary products with the tech- 

nical problems of package production. Obviously, no 

independent designer, working for a number of clients, 

could possibly give a firm of this sort a service of equal 
value since the closest contact with these problems is an 

essential to their solution. While package suppliers 

have. frequently been able to offer solutions to the 
specialized packaging problems of these concerns, phar- 

maceutical manufacturers and, chemical firms cannot, 

as a rule, wait upon the package supplier for a solution 

to a given problem and, therefore, often the new package 
or package part is invented by the package user's design 

division working, of course, in cooperation with the 

laboratories and research and engineering staffs of various 
package supplying firms. 

In the case of large wholesale or retail organizations, 

the reason for maintaining a private package designing 

staff is not so much because of the specialized, technical 

problems involved as because of the volume of work 
being handled. It has frequently happened, in fact, 

with such organizations that the original realization on 

the part of the management that a design program had to 

be conscientiously undertaken led to the calling in of an 
independent designer. Somewhat to the surprise of both 

designer and management, it was discovered that the 
program required far more work than was originally 

contemplated and a change in relation has frequently 
occurred with the independent designer coming to work 

exclusively for a single organization and thus becoming 

a part of that organization's staff. 

BOXING THE BASKETBALL 

(Continued from page 40) 

printed directly on the transparent material. Thus the 
ball itself serves as background for the wording which 
identifies its brand and maker. 

The use of these containers has enabled dealers to 
retain the basketballs in the packages in which they are 

received and even to utilize these packages for shipment 

to the ultimate consumer. Even the storage problem 

of the consumer—usually a school, athletic club or other 

organized group—has been eliminated by the new con- 

tainer since there is no need to remove the ball until the 
time of its use. 

Credit: Carton manufactured by Ace Carton Corp. 
Protectoid windows printed by the Traver Paper Co. 



NEW ACCURACY GOALS ww 
CUTTING TO PRINTED REGISTER for products that deserve 

4 “Nothing— 

but the Best!” 

Ea 

To those leaning on the importance of greater economies thru 
waste elimination and precision accuracies in “Spot-Sheeting”’ 
do we address our invitation to investigate our new 

DIFFERENTIAL CUT-REGISTER CONTROL UNIT 

For cutting to register, printed wraps, labels, etc. This unit is to 
be had on Beck Sheeters controlled either by hand or ELECTRIC 

2a 4 

— ’ | beautiful - colorful - practical 
CHARLES BECK MACHINE COMPANY | ; 
13th & Callowhill Sts. Philadelphia, Pa. | streamlined and featherweight 
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| Co 

Sound business practice—reflecting profits from stepped up sales 
—has focused attention on the 

policy of container improve- 
ment. The sheer beauty of 

Hycoloid, earns instant accept- 

ance—and the unbreakable 
feature of its slim, trim, sub- 

stance clinches its genuine 

value to the consumer as well 

as the manufacturer. Labeled- 
when-made; transparent or 

opaque, it offers ‘‘nothing but 
the best’’ for products worthy 

of merchandising strategy. 

ANILINE PRINTING PRESSES. 
\ specially designed unit for each and 

every purpose to which this new and popu- 

lar process has been applied. One to four 

colors. Any widths. Units may be used 

with aniline inks, water soluble inks or 

soft oil inks. Specially designed sheeter 

for use with our presses with speed up to | “4 y G ! a N i C T U i cal 

100 lineal feet of sheeted stock per minute. 

Hudson Sharp Machine Company & CONTAINER co. 

Green Bay, Wisconsin 44 Avenue i Newark, N. J. 

Ask for samples 
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FIRST SELL THE DEALER 

(Continued from page 58) 

counters, back bars and in over-the-shelf space after its 

use as a window display has been completed. An in- 

teresting example of this is a display designed for 

Phillips soups. An important part of this display 

was the crepe paper, which was printed in the same 

colors as used on the Phillips and was used to border 

the window at the top and on both sides. Dealer 

acceptance of this was so great that the company found 

grocers leaving this printed crepe paper in the window 

even after the center part of the display was removed. 

Thus, the advertiser won a considerably longer period of 

advertising than is normally expected from a window 

display. They also found that very often this printed 

crepe paper was used inside the store after it had been 

removed from the window, because it made an attractive 

decorating material for posts, wall panels, ledges and for 

covering boxes. 

Every effort should be made to have your display as 

easy to install as possible. Dealers and their clerks are 

usually too busy to bother with an elaborate display 

that is going to take all morning to set up. If there is 

apt to be the slightest bit of doubt on the dealer's part, 
be sure you enclose a complete set of instructions, written 

and illustrated in as simple a manner as possible. Manu- 

facturers who use a window display service, of course, 

obviate this difficulty at the start. 

Let's get down to concrete cases, look at three window 

displays which have won widespread dealer acceptance 

and examine some of the features which made them 

acceptable to the dealer. 

The Frostilla display, illustrated here, commanded the 

finest location among retailers in the drug field because 

of its unusual nature. The company wished to show 

only one product in this display. Consequently, more 

space could be given to an ‘‘attention getter.’’ This is 

accomplished by using a center card, beautiful in design 

and coloring. The atmosphere of elegance is aided by 

the glistening drapes. A display of this kind is so ob- 

viously distinctive that it cannot be overlooked by any 

retailer. Its ‘‘class’’ effect is especially appropriate for 

the drug field. 

This Frostilla window display was not sent directly to 

the druggist, but was installed throughout the United 

States by the Window Display Syndicate, Inc. It is inter- 

esting to note that the syndicate salvages the center card 

and the pedestals and moves them to second and third 

locations. The center card is wrapped in transparent 

film to protect it for re-use. The only items which had 

to be replaced in setting up the display in a new location 

were the drapes, so that the cost per showing of the dis- 

play was comparatively low. 

The Dold Packing Co. has an entirely different prob- 

lem. Its products are sold in grocery stores and markets 

and its window displays must be attuned to this type of 
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retailer. The design of the display shown is one that is 
simple, yet attractive. The product itself is featured on 
the center panel. This panel and the pedestals are made 
from Tone-Craft, a material which has a texture refresh- 

ingly different from the usual window card and has the 
additional advantage that the pedestals may be made 

from the same material as the center panel itself. The 

shape may be varied and the utility increased by the 

addition of side wings, extra pedestals, or shelves. 

Grocers like this display. Its colorful simplicity won 
dealer and consumer approval wherever it was used. 
One feature that dealers liked was the fact that these dis- 
plays can be shipped to them in cartons six inches wide 

by the height of the display, so that they did not take 

up much room in the dealer's store before being used. 
They are also extremely easy to set up. 

The window display featuring Teacher's Highland 

Cream, which was produced for Schieffelin & Co., uses 

both crepe paper and Tone-Craft. The problem here is to 
use something which will attract attention to the win- 

dow and still not detract too much from the products 

which are on display. This particular display used the 
company’s symbols very effectively. As in a large per- 

centage of liquor companies, this unit was installed by 

a window service company which, of course, makes it 

considerably easier for the dealer. 

It will be seen that it is necessary to consider the 

dealer at all stages of the production and planning of a 
window display. The theme should be one that appeals 

to him and his interests, as well as to the consumer. 

The size and shape should be decided upon only after 
the average dealer's windows are carefully surveyed. 

The display should be planned for the products which 
the dealer is apt to use with it. It should be easy to 
install. It should, if possible, be such that the dealer 
can use it elsewhere in the store after he takes it out of 
the window. It should be packaged carefully and 

labeled clearly. 

If these fundamentals are considered when you are 
planning your window display, you can be reasonably 

sure that dealers will like it—and use it. 

CASE HISTORY OF A PROTECTIVE 
PACKAGE 

‘Continued from page 39) 

course, suffered many of the failings of the cloth bag. 

In addition, they gave no guarantee as to accuracy of 

weight, or as to grade of product, since no maker's 

name was designated. 

A little over a vear ago, new methods were developed. 

Packaging machinery manufacturers developed auto- 

matic machinery which would weigh, fill, settle and seal 

paper bags for sugar. The bags that were used for this 

purpose were special (custom-made instead of the 

ordinary grocery type) paper bags, which were attrac- 

rh 
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Before gen Buy 

_.. A CELLOPHANE WRAP | 
.. . A LACQUERED CARTON 

...A FOIL LABEL 

GET 

THE UPACO CHEMIST 

All three make great packages. 

provide a whale of a problem for the produc- 

tion man who tries to use any but specially 

formulated adhesives. 

UPACO chemists, with years of success in | 

solving these special problems under their 

belts, will make available to you their hun- 

dreds of special formulae or develop a new 

one to meet your exact requirements in short 

order. Either way, there’s no charge for this 

unique service. 

UNION PASTE CO. 
MEDFORD, MASS. 200 BOSTON AVE. 

IN TOUCH WITH. 

But all three | 

WHAT’S NEW IN 
PACKAGE DESIGN? 
@ Package designers and manufacturers can now use 

Acme Colorstitch to improve the appearance and sales 
appeal of their cartons. 

The color of the carton determines the color of the 
staple when the new Acme Colorstitch is used. Available 

in all popular colors, this new stitching wire will blend or 
contrast, as the designer wishes. Colorstitch may be used 

satisfactorily on all carton stitching equipment. It will 

not chip or peel, as the color is applied by an exclusive 

process which forces the coating to adhere closely to 
the metal. 
Made in all standard flat stapling wire sizes, Colorstitch 

is furnished in one-piece, five and ten-pound coils, which 

speed production and lower costs. First used in fancy and 
display cartons, Colorstitch is now effectively used on all 

types, including the shipping package. 

A sample card will indicate some of the possibilities 
which Colorstitch presents. Mail the coupon. There is 
no obligation. . 

fo, 
(i APS AS ACME 2U0 

ACME STEEL COMPANY 
General Offices: 2843 Archer Ave., Chicago, III. 

Branches and Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

Acme Steel Company, 2843 Archer Avenue, Chicago, IIlinois 

|] Send a sample card of Colorstitch 
|] Have a representative call 

Name 

Address 
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tively printed for shelf display. By filling the bags 

with automatic machinery at the refinery, accurate 

weight and absolute cleanliness could be assured. 

Human hands never touched the sugar in this new 

method of packaging. 

Once sealed at the refinery, two stout layers of paper 

protected the sugar from outside contamination. Re- 

finery purity was delivered to the home. The new 

bags, of which several types are now available, boasted 

cleanliness and sanitation unattainable in the cloth con- 

tainer. Most of all they boasted the ability to main- 

tain sanitation not only up to the moment of sale, but 

in the home as well. The paper bag could be placed 

upon a cluttered kitchen work table without fear that 

its contents would become contaminated from contact 
with other foods or with moisture on the table surface. 

Because these new paper packages are attractively 

printed with the brand names of the refiners, they offer 

the consumer a guarantee of quality and full weight. 

They have also succeeded in bringing sugar from under 
the counter and placing it on the shelf with other 

packaged food products. 
Although the sugar industry has been extremely con- 

servative in respect to packaging practices, the new 
packages offered such substantial advantages in terms of 

sales, dealer interest and consumer interest—all arising 
from the added protection and convenience they af- 

forded—that, within the short space of a little over a 
year, practically every major producer in the field has 

turned to one form or another of the paper bag. Thus 

a combination of protective and economy features, made 

possible by the combined efforts of bag makers and 

machinery manufacturers, has completely revolutionized 

sugar merchandising and has provided, for the consumer, 

a far better and better-protected product, achieved at 

little or no increase in cost. 

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING 

(Continued from page 39) 

Frequently labels and wraps are varnished or lacquered 

to provide such scuff resistance. In other instances, it is 

found desirable to separate each package from those 

adjacent to it with tissue paper or cardboard or corru- 

gated dividers. 

Is the package sufficiently sift-proof te remain in full 

possession of all its contents in spite of the strain and 

vibration of shipment and handling? 

Will the package reject to a sufficient degree the dust, 

grease and other substances with which it may 

come into contact during transport and handling? 

Here again material will be found capable of resisting 

staining, finger marks, dust marks, etc. Others can be 

easily wiped clean. Still other materials—such as, let 

us say, velour papers—while subject to damage from 

dust, water marks, finger stains, etc.—are very desirable 

from other points of view in other instances. If they 
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are used, they should be utilized with a full awareness 

of this susceptibility to damage and proper steps should 
be taken in advance to overwrap them in materials which 

will afford suitable protection. 

Certain protective shipping materials serve a dual 

function, as in the case of crepe wadding which protects 

delicate products, glass containers, fine surfaced mate- 

rials and numberless other items against marring or 

breakage due to transport shocks. The double protec- 

tion arises in the ability of the protective material to 

localize any damage which may occur in spite of pro- 

tection. Such ability rests upon the absorbent quality 

of the wadding which prevents the spread of liquids 
from the damaged container to other containers in the 
same shipping case. 

Protective materials alone will not, however, provide 

sufficient protection against transport hazards unless 

they are wisely used. Sufficient methods have been 

worked out by shipping container manufacturers for the 

packaging of numberless items for shipment and manu- 
facturers place great reliance upon the advice of such 
package suppliers as to the construction of their ship- 

ping packages. 

Many ingenious forms of dividers and supports have 

been developed for corrugated cases permitting the ship- 

ping of extremely fragile goods without danger of 

breakage. Ways have been worked out for the most 

economical taping of such containers to resist breakage 

in shipment. 

It cannot be pointed out too strongly at this juncture 

that protection against transport hazards, like all other 

protection, is a matter of providing a maximum of protec- 

tion consistent with cost. While it is possible to provide 

almost 100 per cent protection against almost every con- 
ceivable transport hazard, a point occurs with every 

product when the savings gained by protection are less 

than the added cost of achieving the protection. The 
determination of this point is, of course, a problem which 

must be solved separately in every instance. 

SUPER MARKET LABELING 

(Continued from page 57) 

methods of displaying merchandise. The new label, 

however, makes it optional with the dealer as to 

whether he shall utilize one or another form of dis- 
play for the canned goods. 
One panel of the new label is designed in conventional 

manner and can be utilized to face the public when cans 
are placed on a shelf or stacked vertically in pyramids. 
The reverse side of the label, on the other hand, is de- 

signed deliberately for visibility and readability when 
the can is placed on its side. Thus the dealer is per- 
mitted—at his option—to utilize the horizontal pyramid 

form of display. 
It is claimed for the horizontal pyramid that it is less 



SPECIALISTS 
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requirements. Hun- 
dreds of dies and molds 
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Cans, Sprinkler Tops, Screw 
Caps, Aluminum Capped Corks, 
Lead and Tin Coated Spouts, 
Metal Specialties. 80 years’ 
experience in meeting the needs 
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CONSOLIDATED FRUIT JAR COMPANY 
NEW BRUNSWICK = @ NEW JERSEY 

Efficient, specialized machinery 
.- fifty-eight years’ experience... 
great skill...assures that Lowery 
and Schwartz will do a coating 
job for you of higher quality, 
prompt delivery, low cost... su- 
perior in all respects. 
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LUSTEROID is perfect for 
sample packages, as well as 
for steady merchandising. 
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m= LUSTEROID is light: 75% lighter 
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=> LUSTEROID is unbreakable: no wad- 
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easily disarranged or pushed over by a busy clerk or 

customer. It is further claimed that cans may be re- 

moved from such displays without destroying the gen- 

eral effect and that consumers who hesitated to serve 

themselves from elaborate pyramid displays may thus be 

A few of the many treatments which have been developed for 

two-way labels. All of the products here shown have been 

placed on the market in this new dress within the last two months. 

expected to show greater initiative in the presence of a 

horizontal pyramid of cans. 

The new horizontal or two-way label has, at this 

writing, been utilized on some 20 or 30 different canned 

products. Dealer and consumer reactions are reported 

to be extremely favorable and a number of additional 

lines are now in the process of being changed over to the 

two-way type of label. 

Credit: The Muirson Label Co., designers and manu- 

facturers for labels shown. 

DOWN WITH REGIMENTATION 

(Continued from page 30) 

coordinated with another (discussed on page 65 in this 

issue of MoperN PackaGING), involving the complete 

rebuilding of the Norwich plant and particularly of the 

packaging departments. This program has involved 

certain changes even in the general line items and it is 

planned to continue changes in both groups from time 

to time for an indefinite period. The company feels— 

and the feeling is borne out by sales figures—that its 

own approach toward the question of family relationships 

in package design is an essentially sane and well-con- 

sidered one—which might, with equally profitable 

results, be applied to the problems of other firms in 

other branches of industry, modified, of course, by the 

special conditions which their products must undergo 

in packaging, shipping and at the hands of the ultimate 

retailer and consumer. 
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VITAMINS FOR BEAUTY 

(Continued from page 60) 

length of the container was duplicated, but the depth of 

the box was reduced so that it would accommodate the 

die-cut platform without the corrugated insertion. The 

result was a package even daintier than its predecessor 

by virtue of its reduced thickness and, of course, pack- 

age costs were substantially reduced. 

Vitamins Plus, Inc., was equally successful in finding 

a display which would bring the new product before 
women. The display sought would necessarily have to 
be a ‘‘natural”’ for display on the cosmetic counter—one 
that would stress the beauty-giving qualities of the 

product. The unit adopted, finally, utilizes the same 

color scheme of the package. Occupying only 50 sq. in. 

of counter space, it incorporates an actual package of 
Vitamins Plus, provides space for price and product ex- 

planation, illustrates the Good Housekeeping seal of 

approval and provides space in the rear for storage of ex- 

planatory booklets. The package of Vitamins Plus in- 

corporated in the display utilizes a glass top in place of 

the acetate sheet used on the regular sales package. 

To date the product has found outlets in some 4oo 

department stores, with display presentation on cosmetic 

rather than drug counters. 
Credit: Set-up box and display by F. N. Burt Co., Inc. 

CARRY-PACKS WIN MASS DISPLAY 

(Continued from page 54) 

bags with the all-over swirl pattern that blends nicely 

with the exposed portions of the bottles. Since a single 

bag will be utilized for a number of different beverages, 

the package under the swirl trade mark is designed to 

carefully avoid identification of flavor. This duty is 

reserved for the display cards which likewise utilize 

the swirl pattern and which identify each particular 

product. 

It will be noted that the bags constitute an inducement 

for quantity purchases, providing the consumer with 

convenience in carrying and providing the dealer with a 

simple means of forming mass displays. Naturally this 

dual provision of convenience brings a return to the 

manufacturer in the form of enlarged sales per consumer 
and an increased number of sales. This conclusion has 

been substantially borne out wherever the new product 

has been introduced. 

Credit: Swirl bottles, labels, bag and display cards 

designed by Thomas D'Addario. Bags by the Union Bag 

& Paper Corp. Bottles by Owens-Illinois Glass Co. 

Caps by the Crown Cork & Seal Co. Labels by the 

General Lithographing Co. 
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Waar kind of a package will suit your customers best? 
How can you give it greater eye-appeal, new utility, 

modern styling, gay brilliant color... all the features 
that add greater sales appeal to your product. Answer 
these questions and you’ve found the open sesame to 

increased sales. And the four products shown, like 
countless others, found that Durez answered this 

question in the most satisfactory way. 

No matter whether you're restyling an old package 
or designing a new one, you should investigate the 
advantages of Durez. With Durez you gain unlimited 
design possibilities, strength without bulk, an easy- 
to-look-at, pleasant-to-touch surface finish. 

We'll be glad to tell you how other manufacturers 
have used Durez to merchandise their products, and 
perhaps we can make suggestions concerning yours. 
For further information and free monthly copies of 
“Packaging News”, write General Plastics Inc., 

811 Walck Road, North Tonawanda, New York. 



When one advertisement in a campaign sells goods, 

smart advertisers repeat it. When one package in 

a line sells goods, smart merchandisers use others 

like it. 

Hamilton Watch Company’s first molded pack- 

age appeared in 1935... a masterpiece of rich 

engraving in soft-toned ivory Plaskon.* Jewelers 

liked it, displayed it prominently. Sales went up 

because its beauty made the watches seem even 

more attractive and valuable. 

Today, similar Plaskon containers are used for 

five of Hamilton’s leading models! 

The conelusion is inescapable: Plaskon boxes 

sell more watches. They can sell more of your 

products, too. Plaskon Co. Ine., 2122 Sylvan 

Avenue, Toledo, Ohio. 

MOLDED COLOR 


